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Abstract

An analysis of the mutual coupling effects between a finite dipole array and its feed network is

presented. A model of the array antenna is designed and implemented in a microwave circuit

simulator, taking into account of mutual coupling. The feed network is a typically constrained

feed consisting of non isolated Tee junction power dividers cascading to form a certain power

distribution over the aperture. The circuit simulator is used to determine the voltages and cur

rents at the antenna terminals, when the antenna is terminated with the feed network. With the

terminal voltage at the dipoles, the radiation pattern can be predicted. Due to the interaction

between the feed network and the dipoles, the mismatch and antenna pattern are all affected.

The antenna and feed network are modified, so that the effects of mutual coupling on the mul

tiple reflections in the feed network and on the radiation pattern are corrected. The effects of

antenna and network parameters on the feed mismatch and pattern degradation are shown.
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Chapter 1: Introduction.

A common procedure for building up array antennas is first to design an appropriate antenna

element and then arrange the number of these to a one- or two dimensional array. The radiation

impedances of the array elements and the radiation pattern will be affected in consequence of

the electromagnetic interaction between the elements, called mutual coupling. Mutual cou

pling is dependent on the excitation currents of the array elements. When a constrained feed

network is connected to the array antenna, multiple reflections occur in the feed network due to

the mismatch between the antenna and feed network and the mutual coupling. In consequence

of the multiple reflections in the feed network, the radiation pattern is also affected.

In this report a network model of an array antenna, that is analysed with the method of

moments, is presented and will be used to analyse the antenna and feed network together. The

antenna is a finite array with dipoles above an infinite groundplane. The effect of the presence

of a feed network on the port- and radiation-characteristics will be investigated. The feed net

work is a typically constrained feed consisting of non isolated Tee junction power dividers cas

cading to obtain a certain power distribution for the dipoles.

The goal of the analysis is to determine the correct aperture distribution and the multiple

reflections within the feed network, taking into account of mutual coupling between the radiat

ing elements and the feed network. This is very important in the design of low sidelobe

antenna systems. With simulations, insight is obtained in the effects on the radiation pattern

and reflection coefficient at the input of the feed network, by changing some antenna and net

work parameters. It will be proven that the radiation pattern and the reflection coefficient can

be manipulated to increase the performance.

The organization of this report is as follows. First the Green's functions are derived of a dipole

above a infinite groundplane. In fact, this chapter serves as an introduction to chapter 3, where

the method of moments is used for an finite array with dipoles above a groundplane. A network

model of the antenna is presented and some applications of this model shall be discussed. In

chapter 4 the feed network is designed to a certain aperture taper and finally, the radiation and

port characteristics of the antenna with feed network are investigated.
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Chapter 2: Derivation of the Green's functions.

In this chapter, the analysis of a dipole-array on a ground plane is started with the derivation

of the Green's function, which is an important mathematical tool to calculate the electro

magnetic fields caused by a certain current distribution.

2.1 The configuration.

The geometry of the finite dipole array is shown in figure 1.

i-th dipoleLz

+JfY (I ,B) (2,B) _ _ # ........ _Y(A,B)
~X " ,. #,

, " ........•. ,.#'Z. . .... , . ,
, , , 1 (a b) .. ,. . .# .

- - - -"- -,. - - -. t· -~ - - _:."., ., " ,
d
~~

'( )"~••.., x 1'Yi,· , .

~3 (1,2) (2,2) - _#.: - - _#- ...; - :.: -- ... (A,2).

~~~ - - -- - ...;- _Y(1,l)/~
~ ground plane

Figure 1: Geometry of a finite planar array of dipoles with a ground plane.

Each dipole has a length L and width wand the array contains A elements in the x-direction

and B elements in the y-direction. The elements are uniformly spaced to its neighbors by a

distance d x and dy in the x- and y-direction respectively. Each element is given an element

number represented by i = (b - 1) A + a and the center of the i-th dipole is located at

the coordinates (Xi' Yi' Z i) . The medium is air, so the permittivity £ and permeability ~

are equal to those in free space: £ = £0' ~ = ~o. The dipoles are assumed to be center

fed with infinitesimal generators and the ground plane is infinitely large.
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2.2 Dyadic Green's function

Derivation of the Green's functions.

2.2.1 Introduction.
Before deriving an expression for the Green's function, the electromagnetic fields are

ob!ained from the Maxwell's equations. With a time dependence e (jOlt) , Maxwell's equa

tions can be written as

Vxtct) = -jro~ti(t)-M(t) 1

Vxti(t) = jroet(t) +~(t) 1

(2.1)

(2.2)

where R(t) is the magnetic current density and ~ (t) the electric current density. The

medium is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. In this thesis only electric source cur

rents are considered, so R(t) = o. With this assumption, the divergence of relation (2.1)

results in V . tJ (t) = 0, which implies that the magnetic field can be expressed as the curl

of another vector, namely

tJ(t) = Vx~(t) 1 (2.3)

where ~ (t) is the magnetic vector potential. Substituting relation (2.3) into (2.1) yields

V x t (t) + jro~ (V x ~ (t)) = 0.
Hence

t (t) = - jro~~ (t) - V<1> (t) 1

where <1> (t) is a scalar potential. Substituting equation (2.5) into (2.2) yields

(2.4)

(2.5)

V x V x ~ (t) = jroet (t) + ~(t) = ro2e~~ (t) - jroeV<1> (t) + ~(t) (2.6)

By using the vector formula V x V x ~ = V· V . ~ - V2~, relation (2.6) can be written as

The divergence of the magnetic vector potential can be specified with the Lorentz gauge,

I.e.

(2.8)

Substituting the Lorentz gauge (2.8) into relation (2.7) results in the Helmholtz equation,

according to

(2.9)

By solving this differential equation, a solution of the vector potential can be derived. With

the Lorentz gauge, the electromagnetic fields are given by

ti(t) = VXA(t),

t(t) = -jro~~(t) -v( j:i(v.~(t))),
(2.10)
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in which k denotes the wave number in the medium, according to k = k o = 0)JEollo.

Defining the vector potential as ~ (t) = Ax~x + Ay~y + Az~ z' the expressions in (2.10)

may be written in the following form:

(2.11)

~ -jO)Il
.ti (x, y, z) =~

a
where ai = -a.'

.1

(k2 + a;) Ax + axayAy + axazAz

(k2 + a2 ) A + a a A + a a Ay y xy x y z z

(k2 + a;) A z + axazAx + ayaZAy

(2.12)

According to (2.11) and (2.12) it can be seen that the electric and magnetic fields can be

derived from the magnetic vector potential. The Green's function is defined as the magnetic

vector potential due to an infinitesimal short electric dipole. This dipole is called elementary

dipole. The fields or vector potential resulting from a general current distribution ~ ( to)

can now be found by dividing this current distribution into an infinite number of elementary

dipoles, and integrating the contributions of all elementary dipoles. The vector potential at a

certain point t = (x, y, z) can then be expressed in terms of the dyadic Green's function

G(t, to') ,according to

~ (t) = fff~ (t, to') . ~(to') dVo' , (2.13)
Va

which is a general solution of the Helmholtz equation (2.9). In (2.13) va is the volume

enclosing all elementary dipoles. The dyadic Green's function can be represented in matrix

form by

Gxy~x~y

Gyy~y~y

Gzy~Z~y

(2.14)

in which ~ i ~ j has to be interpreted as a formal notation, and not as an inner product. The

coefficient Gxy is the x-component of the dyadic Green's function at t = (x, y, z) due to

an y-directed current source located at to = (xo' Yo' zo) . Substituting relations (2.13)

and (2.14) into equations (2.11) and (2.12) gives the electric and magnetic fields in terms of

current distribution and dyadic Green's function.
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2.2.2 Boundary-value problem
The dipoles, in figure 1, are assumed to be consisted of an infinite number of elementary

dipoles. These unit sources can be divided into two kinds of elementary dipoles, namely x

directed and z-directed infinitesimal short dipoles. The configurations of both kinds of ele

mentary dipoles are shown in figure 2. In this figure the elementary dipoles are located at

to = (0,0, zo)' Solving the Helmholtz equation (2.9) for both sources separately, results

in general expressions of the magnetic vector potential ~ (t). After satisfying the bound

ary conditions the final solutions of the vector potential are achieved for both unit sources,

with which the components of the electric and magnetic fields can be calculated.

z
dipole

-1
°~--""'lD----~ xy

(a)

z

ot.-__...-4i...__~x

Y

(b)

Figure 2: (a) x-directed elementary dipole,

(b) z-directed elementary dipole.

The boundary conditions are:

• The tangential components of the electric field on the ground plane have to vanish,

Le.'ttan(x,y,z)1 = O.SOE (x,y,O) = OandE (x,y,O) = 0. By sat-
Z= 0 x y

isfying this condition, the contribution to the fields in consequence of the ground

plane are taken into account,

• The tangential components of the electric field on the dipole have to vanish, Le.

'ttan (x, y, z) l"t = "to = 0 where the dipole is located at to'

• The electromagnetic waves have to propagate away from the sources and have to

decay at larger distance from these sources, Le. 't (x, y, z) Iz = 00 = 0 and

~ (x, y, z) Iz = 00 = O.

The Helmholtz equation (2.9) is solved for both kinds of elementary dipoles, by satisfying

the boundary conditions. The x-directed elementary dipole is analysed in subsection 2.2.2.1

and the z-directed elementary dipole in subsection 2.2.2.2.

2.2.2.1 x-directed elementary dipole.

The x-directed elementary dipole is located at to = (0,0, zo)' see figure 2(a). The vol

ume current density associated with this dipole is ~(t) = ~x·8(x)8(y)8(z-zo)'

Assuming this current density, the Helmholtz equation (2.9) takes the following form

(2.15)
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(2.16)

where according to definition (2.13) the vector potential can be written as

~(t) = JJJ~(t, to') . ~x' 8(x')8(y')8(z'- zo) dV = ~(t, to) . ~x

= Gxx(t, to) . ~x+ Gyx(t, to) . ~y+ Gzx(t, to) . ~z'

If the x-directed elementary dipole is located in a homogeneous medium, the vector poten

tial has only an x-component, since the dipole is located parallel to the groundplane. Using

the image principle, it can be proved that one component is sufficient to satisfy all boundary

conditions. Furthermore it can be proved that taking a second component of the magnetic

vector potential results in the same solution, after satisfying all boundary conditions, as with

one component. So the vector potential becomes ~(t) = Gxx(t, to) . ~x=Ax' ~x'

Substituting this into relation (2.15) yields

(2.17)

(2.18)

Rewriting differential equation (2.17) results in

( a2 a2 ( 2)
ax +ay +az . Gxx +k6Gxx = -8(x)8(y)8(z-zo)

In order to get a closed form expression after solving (2.18), a Fourier-transform with

respect to x and y is introduced from the spatial domain (x, y, z) to the spectral domain

(k x ' k y ' z) .

For a general function G (x, y) , the Fourier-transform is defined as

[ r jk"x jk y
G(kx,k) = FT(G(x,y)) = -00 -00 G(x,y)e e Y dxdy, (2.19)

with the inverse Fourier-transform of a general spectral domain function G (kx' k y) as

-1 1 r r -jk"x -jk y
G(x,y) = FT (G(kx,k)) = -2 G(kx,k)e e Y dkxdky ' (2.20)

y 41t _00 _00 Y

Some useful properties of the Fourier-transform are:

FT(V2G(x, y, z)) = (- k~ - k~ + a;) G (kx, k y' z) ,

F T (ax G (x, y, z)) = - j k x G ( k x' k y' z) ,

FT(ayG(x,y, z)) = -jkyG(kx,ky' z) ,

jk"xo jk Yo
FT(8(x-xo)8(y-yo)8(z-zo)) = e e Y 8(z-zo)'

jk"xo jkyYO
F T ( G (x - xo' y - Yo' z - z0)) = e e G ( k x' k y' z - z0)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)
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In the spectral domain, the Helmholtz equation (2.18) transfonns to the following fonn

a2 G + k 2 G = -8(z- zo) , (2.25)
Z xx Z xx

where k z is the vertical component of the wave-vector, given by

( k 2 = k 0
2 - k 2 - k 2 ) ( I m(k ) < 0 or I m (k ) = 0 /\ R e (k ) > 0 ) .z x y z z z (2.26)

(2.27)

The general solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation in the spectral domain is a

combination of the homogeneous and particular solution,

C
-jkzz jkzz 1 -jkzlz- zol

Gxx = e + D e +-- exx xx 2jk
z

•

A physical interpretation of the general solution (2.27) is shown in figure 3.

L ground plane

Figure 3: Physical interpretation of relation (2.27).

homogeneous
solutionz

o

'1.\
I

C I
xxi

I

I I
I

o I
xxi

V

particular
solution

I
1 A

2T I]z~:

I
V

\ dipole

(2.28)

Since the general solution of the Helmholtz equation for an x-directed elementary dipole is

known, the constants Cxx and Dxx can be detennined by satisfying the boundary condi

tions. Just two of the three boundary conditions are sufficient to detennine the unique solu

tion of the Green's function, the third boundary condition will be used to fonnulate the

Method of Moments, that are used in chapter 3 to detennine the coefficients of the current

distribution.

One boundary condition implies that the electromagnetic waves propagate away from the

source and decay at larger distance from this source. So in relation (2.27) the constant

Dxx = O. The constant Cxx is detennined by the condition that the tangential components

of the electric field on the ground plane have to vanish, the conditions are given by

Ex (x, y, 0) = - ~~J.! (k6 + a~) Axl
z

= 0 = - ~JJ.! (k6 + a~) Gxxl
z

= 0 = 0 ,

Ey(X,y,O) = -jroJ.!a a A I = -jroJ.!a a G I = O.k6 x y x z = 0 k6 x y xx z = 0

The general solution of the Helmholtz equation is given in the spectral domain, therefore
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(2.29)

Ey(kx' k y' 0) = FT(E (x, y, z» I = jCJ)2Jlk k G I = O.
y z =0 k o x y xx z =0

the set of boundary conditions (2.28) is transfonned to the spectral domain, according to

Ex (kx' k y' 0) = FT (Ex (x, y, z) ) I = - j~Jl (k5 - k;) Gxxl = 0 ,
z =0 k o z =0

Substituting general solution (2.27) into the set of conditions (2.29), results in the following

expression

(2.30)

The spectral domain solution of the Green's function of an x-directed elementary dipole is

now given by

z~O. (2.31)

Since the Helmholtz equation is solved for the x-directed elementary dipole, the same anal

ysis is done for the z-directed unit source in next section.

2.2.2.2 z-directed elementary dipole.

The z-directed elementary dipole is located at to = (0,0, zo)' see figure 2(b). The vol

ume current density associated with this dipole is ;} (t) = ~ z . B( x) B(y) B( z - z0) .

Using this current density, the Helmholtz equation (2.9) takes the following fonn

V2~(t) +CJ)2EJl~(t) = -~z·B(x)B(y)B(z-zo)' (2.32)

where according to definition (2.13) the vector potential can be written as

~(t) = JJJ~(t,to') ·~Z·B(X')B(yl)B(Z'-zo)dV = ~(t,to) '~z

= Gxz (t, to) . ~x + Gyz (t, to) . ~y + Gzz (t, to) . ~z

= Gz z ( t, to) . ~ z == A z . ~ z .

(2.33)

The z-directed dipole is in a homogeneous medium, therefore the vector potential has only a

z-component, that is sufficient to solve the boundary-value problem. Substituting relation

(2.33) into equation (2.32) yields

V2Gzz+k6Gzz = -B(x)B(y)B(z-zo) . (2.34)

In the spectral domain, the Helmholtz equation (2.34) results in the following fonn

a;Gzz+k;Gzz = -B(z-zo)' (2.35)

where k z is the vertical component of the wave-vector, see equation (2.26). The general

solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation in the spectral domain is given by

(2.36)
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(2.37)

Now the general solution of the Helmholtz equation for a z-directed elementary dipole is

known, the constants Czz and Dzz can be determined by satisfying the boundary conditions

in the same way as in case of the x-directed elementary dipole. According to the condition

that the electromagnetic waves have to propagate away from the source and decay at larger

distance from this source, the constant Dzz = 0 in relation (2.36). The constant Czz is

determined by the condition that the tangential components of the electric field on the

ground plane have to vanish, the conditions are given by

E ( 0) = - jOlJla a A I = - jOOJla a G I = 0 ,
x x, y, k 2 x z z _ 0 k2 x z zz - 0o z- 0 z-

Ey (x, y, 0) = - jOOJla a A I = - jOOJla a G I = 0 .
k 2 y z z _ 0 k2 y z zz - 0o z- 0 z-

Transforming the set of conditions (2.37) to the spectral domain yields

Ex(kx,ky'O) = FT(Ex(x,y, z»1 = -OOfkxazGzzl = 0,
z =0 k o z = 0

(2.38)

(2.39)z=o

Substituting general solution (2.36) into condition (2.38) results in the following expression

~ G 'C -jkzz jk z -jkz (zo- z)
u I = -Jk 0 e +-- e

z zz z=o z zz 2jk
z

. 1 -jkzzo
=-Jk C +-e =0z zz 2 '

(2.40)

from which it can be seen that Czz is given by
C _ 1 -jkzzo
zz- ~e

] z

The spectral domain solution of the Green's function of a z-directed elementary dipole

results in
1 -jkz(z+zo) 1 -jkzlz-zo/

Gzz = --e +--e
2 Ok 2 'k] z ] z

Z~O. (2.41)

The spectral domain Green's functions of an x-directed or z-directed elementary dipole

located at to = (x O' Yo, Z 0) can be expressed as a dyadic function, in matrix form by

f
G ~ ~, , xx x x

]k"xo ]kyYo
= e e 0

o

o
o
o (2.42)

'k 'k A= ] "xo ] yYoG' (k k )- e e x' y' Z, Z 0

'k 'k
In the function (2.42) an additional factor e] "X

oe] yYo occurs due to the displacement

(xo' yo) of the elementary dipole with respect to the origin of the coordinate-system.
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(2.43)z~O,

2.3 Electromagnetic fields.

In this paragraph the electromagnetic fields in the spatial domain will be expressed in the

spectral domain Green's function. The spectral domain electric and magnetic fields are

derived at first, because the dyadic Green's function of our boundary value problem is

known in the spectral domain. The electromagnetic fields in. the spectral domain can be

derived by Fourier transforming the spatial domain electromagnetic fields, that are calcu

lated by expressions (2.11) and (2.12). Fourier transformation of these expressions results in

(kZ- k~) A x - kXkyAy - jkxazAz

(kZ- k~) A y - kXkyAX- jkyazA z

(kZ - a;) A z - jkxa zAx - jkya zA

(2.44)z~O.

[

- jk A -a A ]y z z y

tI(k ,k , z) = a A + J'k Ax y z x x z

- jk A + jk Ax y y x

In relation (2.43) and (2.44), A denotes the magnetic vector potential in the spectral

domain. By using relation (2.13) the vector potential can be written in terms of the spectral

domain Green's function, according to

A(t) = JJJ~ct, to) . J"(to) dxodyodzo
v.

(2.46)

JIo.

in which J(k x ' k y ' zo) denotes the Fourier transform of the spatial domain current distri-

bution "} ( x O' YO' z0) , defined by

JIo. [ [ 4,. jkxxo jkyYo
J(k x ' k y ' zo) = J (xo' Yo, zo) e e dxodyo .

_00 _00

According to derivation (2.45) the spectral domain vector potential can be expressed in

A(kx, k y' z) = .r: G' (kx' k y' z, zo) . J(kx' k y' zo) dzo . (2.47)

By inserting relation (2.47) into (2.43) and (2.44), the electric and magnetic fields can be

expressed in terms of the spectral domain Green's function. After inverse Fourier transfor

mation of the spectral domain fields and carrying out a large amount of algebra the electro-
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magnetic fields in the spatial domain have been determined. The electric field is given by

~ 1 [ [ .. -jkxx -jkyy
E(x,Y,z) = ---2 c(kx,k ,z)e e dkxdk

41t _00 _00 Y Y

AE
where the dyadic Green's function 0 is defined as

with

for z ~ O.

O:x~x~x 0 O:z~x~z
AE
o (k x ' k y ' z, zo) = OE ~ ~ O,..E ~ ~yx yex u yz ye z

O~x~z~x 0 ~z~z~z

OE = - jrollo (k 2 _ k 2) G
xx 2 0 x xx'

k o
E - jrollo

0YX = 2 (-kxk) G xx '
k o

E - jroll
0zx = 2 0 (- jkxa z) G xx '

k o
E - jWllo .

0xz = 2 (- ]kxa z) G zz '
k o

E - jroll
OyZ = 20(-jkyaz)Gzz'

k o
.ro"

OE - ] ""0 (k2 _ a2) G
zz = 2 0 z zz

k o

(2.49)

In (2.49) the term ~z can be further expressed in

,..E jrollo( 2 2 )U zz = --2- 8 (z- zo) - (kx + k y ) G zz '
k o

in which relation (2.35) is used to calculate a2 G .z zz

(2.50)

The magnetic field in the spatial domain is

1 [ [ r. -jk x -jk Y
t1(x,y,z) = -2 H(kx,k ,z)e x e y dkxdk

41t -00 _00 Y Y

. (2.51)
1 [ [ r:':"H Jio. -]kxx -jkyy

= 41t2 _00 _00 0 0 (kx' k y' z, zo) . J(k x' k y' zo) dzoe e dkXdky '



2.3 Electromagnetic fields.

~H

where the dyadic Green's function Q is defined as

with

o;x = azGxx '
d:x = jkyGxx '

O:z = - jkyGzz '

o;z = jkxGzz ,

for z ~ O.
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(2.52)

In the next chapter a method will be formulated to calculate the unknown current distribu

tion on the dipole array by applying the method of moments.



Chapter 3: Finite dipole array above a ground plane.

In this chapter the Galerkin Method of Moments is presented at first. This moment method

is used to determine the unknown currents on the dipoles, provided that the excitation at the

terminals of the dipoles is known. The excitation at the dipole terminals is dependent of the

power distribution from the feed network, the mismatch between antenna and feed network,

and the mutual coupling between the array elements. Taking these considerations into

account, a network model of the antenna is presented, which can be used to predict the port

and field-characteristics of the antenna with its feed network.

3.1 Formulation of the Method of Moments.

The method of moments will be used to satisfy the remaining boundary condition that on

each dipole the total tangential electric field has to vanish. The condition is

ltex (t) + t S

(t) )tan = 0 t E So . (3.1)

This boundary condition is used to formulate a system of integral equations for the

unknown current distribution on the array elements. In condition (3.1) So is the surface of

the dipole and tan is the abbreviation of tangential. tex (t) represents the total electric

field caused by an excitation of an infinitesimal voltage generator at the terminals of the

dipole. t S

(t) is the total scattered field from the induced currents on the array elements in

consequence of the excitation field.

The dipole, shown in figure 1 on page 5, is printed on a thin substrate located in the xz

plane. In our model the thickness of the substrate is assumed to be infinitely thin. The nor

mal vector of the dipole is directed perpendicular to the xz-plane, so the tangential electric

field on the dipole will be expressed in terms of the x- and z-component of the total electric

field. According to condition (3.1) these components have to vanish on each dipole, which

means that (3.1) has to be satisfied at all points of each array element.

(3.2)
NI

L L Iin'~in(X,y,z)
i=ln=l

In the method of moments the unknown current distribution is expanded into a set of basis

functions, defined by
I

~ (x, y, z) = L Ji (x, y, z) =
i = 1

17
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in which ")-in (x, y, z) is the n-th basis function on array element i and where I in denotes

its coefficient. On each array element the same basis functions are used. I is the number of

array elements and Nrepresents the number of basis functions per element.

The scattered field is a linear function of the current distribution (3.2) and can be expressed

by I

t S

(x, y, z) = L t~ (x, y, z) ,
i = 1

with N

t~(x,y,z) = L{~i(X,y,Z)} = L Iin·L{")-in(X,y,z)}
n = 1

N

= L I in' t:n (x, y, z) .
n = 1

(3.4)

In (3.4) L denotes a linear operator. The total excitation field is defined as
I

~ex "'" ~ex
-b (x,y,z) = £..J-b i (x,y,z).

i =1

Substituting relations (3.3) and (3.5) into condition (3.1)gives

(Ct n~1 I in· t:n(x, y, z) ) + it~::x (x, y, Z) )tan = 0,

which has to be satisfied at all point of each array element.

Now, the residue will be introduced, according to

Ri (x, y, z) = (( ±i I in' t:n (x, y, z) J+ ±t;X (x, y, Z) J
i=ln=l i=l tan

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

According to condition (3.6) the residue has to be zero on every dipole. This condition will

be relaxed somewhat, by weighting it to zero with respect to some test functions

~jm(x, y, z) ,such that

(~i (x, y, z) ;~jm (x, y, z) = JJ~i (x, y, z) . ~jm (x, y, z) dS = 0 . (3.8)
Sjlll

In (3.8) S jm is the surface of element j on which the m-th test function is nonzero. The test

functions may be chosen arbitrary. In this thesis the Galerkin method is used, which means

that the test functions are assumed to be equal to the basis functions.

Substituting relation (3.7) into (3.8) gives

~ ( ~ I. JJ(E~ J. + E~ J. )dS +JJ(E~XJ. + E~xJ. )dS) = 0, (3.9)£..J £..J ~n ~n" Jm" ~nz Jmz ~"Jm" ~z Jmz
i=l n=l Sjlll Sjm

for m = 1,2, ... , Nand j = 1,2, ... , I.
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In relation (3.9) the inner product

~. ~ = t . ~ = (E E E) . (J 0 J )tan x' y' z tan x" z

= J ·E +J ·Ex x z z

was used, and J y has been taken zero.

The set of linear equations (3.6) can be written as
I N I

L L Z jm, in . I in + L v;~ i . ~ = 0 ,
i=ln=l i=l
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(3.10)

(3.11)

where m = 1,2, ... , Nand j = 1,2, ..., I. ~ is the port voltage at the tenninals of ele

ment i. Z jm, in and v;~ i are defined by

Zjm,in = JJt:n(x,y,z) '~jm(x,y,z)dSjm'
Sjm

Writing (3.11) in matrix notation gives

[Z] . [I] + [vej. [V'] = [0] ,

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

where [V'] is a vector containing the port voltages of the I array elements and [I] is an

(I· N) vector with the coefficients of all basis functions. [Z] is a (I· N) x (I· N)

matrix containing the mutual impedances, which are given by (3.12). [vej is the excita

tion matrix containing (I· N) x I elements, that are given by (3.13).

The elements of [Z] can be expressed in terms of spectral domain functions. Rewriting

relation (3.12) gives

Zjm,in = f f t:n(x,y,z) ·;}jm(x,y,z)dSjm
5 j •

where S xji = x j - xi and S y ji = Yj - y i ' which are the distances between the centers
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of the elements j and i in the x- and y-direction, respectively. In derivation (3.15) the follow

ing definitions have been used,

~ [ [ ~ jkxx jkyY
Jin (k x ' k y ' zo) = J in (x, y, Zo) . e e dxdy,

_00 _00

~. [ r -jkxx -jkyY
J jm (k x ' k y' Z) = "}jm (x, y, z) . e e dxdy,

_00 _00

(3.16)

(3.17)

~

in which Jin (kx' k y' zo) is the Fourier-transform of the n-th basis function on the i-th

array element and the complex conjugate of the Fourier-transform of the m-th test function
~ • -jkxS xj1 -jk S j1

on array element j is J jm (kx ' k y• z). The appearance of the factor e e y y

can be explained with the relations
~ ~ jkx (x1-x l ) jky (Y1- Y l)
Jin (k x ' k y ' zo) = Jl n (k x ' k y • zo) . e e

~. ~ -jkx(xj-x l ) -jky(Yj-Yl)
J jm(kx ' k y ' z) = J lm(kx ' k y • z) . e e .

Observe from (3.15) that the only difference between Z 0 i and Zl In is the extra func-
_ Ok S 0 _ Ok S ° ]m, n m,

tion e ] x xj" e ] y yj" in the integrand, which is dependent of the distances Sxji and

Syji between elementj and element i in the x- and y-direction, respectively. This implies

that the matrix [Z] has a Toeplitz-type of symmetry, provided that all elements have the

same basis functions. Therefore only N\A x B) matrix elements have to be calculated

instead of N
2
(A x B) 2 elements, where N is the number of basis functions per array ele

ment and A, B are the number of array elements in x-,y-direction, respectively.

Before rewriting the expression for the elements of [vej from relation (3.13), the excita

tion field of an infinitesimal generator has to be defined. Therefore the dipole, which is used

in this thesis, will be reconsidered in figure 4.

w
Z)-y

x

Figure 4: The dipole configuration.

The dipole in figure 4 consists of two metal strips with a width wand length £/2, separated

to each other by a small distance !!..x. The two strips are fed by a voltage source with a volt

age ~. The excitation field on the i-th dipole is defined by E;x = ~/ (!!..x) and is

pointed in the direction of the decreasing voltage. For an infinitesimal gap !!..x --) 0 the

excitation field becomes ( .PJ .P
ex V-o av.t. = lim ---=- .~ = --~ . ~ . (3.18)
~ dx~O!!..X x ax x

According to figure 4, the excitation field exists only at the center of the dipole and there-
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fore it can be expressed in

t ~x= _~ . 8 (x - x .) . 8 (y - y .) . 8 ( z - z .) . ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x'

21

(3.19)

where 8 (x - xi) is a dirac-function, given by

-_ {018(x-xi ) (3.20)

(3.21)

In expression (3.19), (xi' Yi' z) are the center coordinates of the i-th dipole. From

(3.19) it can be seen that an excitation at the i-th element causes only an excitation field at

element i and not at the other elements in the array. According to (3.5) the total excitation

field of the i-th dipole is therefore not affected by excitations on other array elements.

By substituting expression (3.19) into relation (3.13), the elements of the excitation matrix

become

V~~i = -JJ 8(x-x) ·8(y-y) ·8(z-z) '~x'~jm(x,y,z)dS
8 jm

= -~x· ~jm(xi'Yi' z) .

From (3.21) it can be seen that the excitation matrix is independent of the excitation volt

ages at the terminals of the dipoles. The m-th basis function of the j-th element is only

defined on the surface of the j-th element, therefore it can be concluded from (3.21) that

ex _{-~x'~jm(Xi'Yi'Z) j=i,
V. . - (3.22)JIll, ~ 0 . .

J¢.~.

In definitions (3.12) and (3.13), one has to take into account that the field-expressions t:n

and t;X denote the tangential components of the scattered field and excitation field, respec

tively. The tangential components are the x- and z-components of the fields. In the next sec

tion the basis functions are defined.

3.1.1 Basis functions.
The dipole (shown in figure 4) has a length L and a width w. For simplification, the dipoles

are assumed to be thin (W« L) , so only x-directed currents are required. In that case the

dipole array can be estimated by an patch array, where the width of the patches are also

assumed to be thin with respect to the length of the patch. By this assumption, the software

package of Smolders [16] can be used, in which antenna characteristics of microstrip patch

antennas can be computed according to the method of moments. The electric current density

on the dipoles is chosen the same as the x-directed basis functions on the patches. The [z]

matrix can be evaluated by using a subprogram of the mentioned software package. The

evaluation of the impedance matrix and excitation matrix is considered in section 3.1.2.

In the Method of Moments procedure, it is very important to minimize the number of basis

functions used per dipole, and to make a proper choice in relation to the type of basis func-
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tions used. The basis functions are assumed to be expanded in terms of entire domain sinu

soidal modes. In the spatial domain, Lhe m-th x-dife~ted oasis 1l Iction on the j-th element is

defined as

;}jm(x,y,z) = ~x·8(Y-Y)8(z-z)Sin(mL1t( (x-x j ) +~)), (3.23)

where Ix - xjl ~ ~ and (x j' Yj' z) are the center coordinates of the j-th dipole.

The corresponding Fourier-transform is .

~ jkyYj
J jm (kx' k Y' z) = ~x . Fs (m, k x' L) . e . 8 ( z - z) , (3.24)

with

Fs(m,kx,L) =
m = odd,

m = even.

(3.25)

L
x .+] 2

Observe that relation (2.23) has been used. The derivation of F s (m, k x' L) is given in

appendix A on page 75.

In the Method of Moments procedure for dipoles, the modes of the currents are often

expanded in piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) modes. According to [14], one PWS-mode was

found to give quite good results. From article [14] it can be proven that considering one

mode, the entire domain sinusoidal mode in [16] will be equal to the PWS mode in [14].

Therefore one mode per dipole is assumed.

Assuming one mode per element, the spatial domain basis function of the j-th dipole is

given by

;}j (x, Y, z) = ~x· 8 (Y- y) 8 (z- z) cos(i (x- Xj) ) . (3.26)

Figure 5 shows the x-dependence of the chosen basis function (3.26).

,L~,
L i

X.-] 2

Figure 5: x-dependence of basis function.

Since a proper choice of the basis functions is made, the elements of the impedance matrix

and excitation matrix in relation (3.14) can be calculated. This will be done in the next sec

tion.
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3.1.2 Evaluation of the moment method matrixes.

.).1.2.1 Evaluation ofthe excitation matrix.

The elements of the excitation matrix are found by substituting basis function (3.26) into

relation (3.22), which gives

ex _ {-~x' ;}j (xi' Yi' z) = -1 j = i,
V . . - (3.27)

]. ~ 0 ......
Jr 1...

In (3.27) can be seen that the excitation matrix results in a diagonal matrix with the diagonaJ

elements equal to (-1), where one mode on each dipole and delta-gap excitation are used.

Notice that the elements of the excitation matrix are independent of the port voltage. There

fore it can be seen from matrix equation (3.14) that the scattered field is directly related to

the excitation at the terminals of the array elements.

3.1.2.2 Evaluation ofthe mutual impedance matrix.

Since the basis functions are known, the elements of the mutual impedance matrix [z] can

be calculated according to relation (3.15), with use of the software package of Smolders

[16]. When using dipoles that are fed at the center by infinitesimal generators, only the sub

program that calculates the mutual impedance matrix has to be used. Numerical and compu

tational details of the calculation of the matrix [z] have been discussed in [16, section

3.8], [17].

With a judicious choice of the input parameters and some modification of the patch software

of [16], the [z] matrix of our dipole array can be determined. Before choosing the input

parameters, the dipole is compared with a patch in figure 6.

Wy z

Y
'-----."..e-,rIfW''-------r-~

Figure 6: Comparison of patch and dipole.

According to figure 6, the following considerations have been taken into account:

• Since our dipole is located in the xz-plane, its thickness in the y-direction is infi

nitely thin. So actually the width of a patch in the software has to be chosen infi

nitely thin, Wy --7 O. The length Wx of the patch has to be equal to the length L of

the dipole. The width wof the dipole is assumed to be thin (w« L) and therefore

the infinitely thin thickness of the patch radiator doesn't additionally affect the

mutual impedances;
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• In the patch-array of Smolders the distances between the array elements in the x

and y-direction are denoted by Ax and By, respectively, and these have to be equal

to the distances d x and d y in our dipole array. The number of elements K,L in the

patch program must be equal to A,B respectively.

An example of the input parameters is given in appendix B. The software of [16] is modi

fied in such a way that no errors are detected with the chosen input parameters. The follow

ing problems are considered:

• When wy = 0, errors are detected in the extracted asymptotic form. These errors

are caused by the limit-situation for the spectral domain basis function [17, p.7],

when wy = O. Due to this limit-situation a double pole in the analytical calculated

term vanishes. By disappearance of this double pole, the residue of the vanished

double pole will disappear and the residues of the other poles will change also.

Therefore the entire analytical calculation of the asymptotic form has to be recalcu

lated. Solving this will take lots of time. In consequence of this problem the follow

ing two possibilities are considered:

- Without using the asymptotic form extraction, wy can be chosen zero. The

mutual impedances for small distances gives good results, but at larger dis

tances, about 3 wavelengths, the mutual impedances are inaccurate. The disad

vantage of this method is that at larger distances the integration interval has to

be increased, which will be computationally inefficient and time consuming.

- While asymptotic form extraction is used, Wy can be chosen small, such that

no errors will be encountered. The advantage is the calculation of the mutual

impedances in acceptable time. The disadvantage of this choice may be the

less accurate results of the mutual impedances, but in section 3.1.3 it will be

proved that for a small width Wy the mutual impedances do not really differ

from the case when Wy = O. Mutual impedances can be calculated for dis

tances up to eight wavelengths. Therefore a small width will be chosen.

• Numerical problems occur when the relative permittivity is exactly one. Therefore

this is chosen almost one, (E = 1, 0001) ;
r

• In the formulation of the Method of Moments for patch antennas, the elements of the

[z] matrix and [vej matrix [16, p. 40 relation (3.16)] have been multiplied by a

factor 47[2. Since the mutual impedances will be used directly in this thesis, each

element of the [z] matrix (calculated with patch software of [16]) has to be divided

by that factor 47[2. The mutual impedances agree analytically with those in [14].

Since the [z] matrix has a Toeplitz-type of symmetry, only A x B elements have to be cal

culated, provided that one basis function (mode) per dipole is assumed. To prove this, the

eight element planar array in figure 7 is considered.
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z

tCx / ...._

~ ..~.~

~l,l) 5~6 31£(3,:;7 4g(4,;;~t

Figure 7: 4 x 2 planar array with one mode per dipole.

For a given basis function, the mutual impedance ZI,2 between element 1 and element 2

will be equal to the mutual impedance Z2, 3 between element 2 and element 3. Considering

this principle on the whole array from figure 7, only ZI . has to be calculated for i=1, ...,8., ~
The [Z] matrix can be filled with these eight mutual impedance values, according to

ZI,I ZI,2 ZI,3 ZI,4 ZI,5 ZI,6 ZI,7 ZI,8

ZI, I ZI,2 ZI,3 ZI,6 ZI,5 ZI,6 ZI,7

ZI,I ZI,2 ZI,7 ZI,6 ZI,5 ZI,6

ZI,I ZI,8 ZI,7 ZI,6 ZI,5

ZI, I ZI,2 ZI,3 ZI,4

ZI I ZI 2 ZI 3, , ,

ZI, I ZI,2

ZI, I

(3.28)

The mutual impedances are dependent of the frequency and the interelement distances

Sxji and Syji in the x- and y-direction, respectively, besides the configuration parame

ters of the dipole. Further, the mutual impedance between two elements is for a certain basis

function independent of the presence of other elements in the array. Given the configuration

of the dipole, the mutual impedance can be conceived as a function with the frequency and

interelement distances as input parameters. The sub-program in the Smolders' package,

which calculates the mutual impedances, is modified in such a way that it generates a data

set in CITI-format, containing mutual impedances Zfd(f, Sxji' Syj) for a given range

of frequencies f and interelement distances S .. , S '"
XJ~ YJ~

The modified program is called MUTIMPP, which can calculate the mutual impedances for

a specified grid for linear as well as planar array structures. The generated dataset is called

ZFDXDY.cit in case of planar arrays and ZFDX.cit, ZFDY.cit in case of linear arrays with

the elements distributed in the x- and y-direction, respectively. The datasets will be used in

section 3.2.3 in the network model of the antenna. The usersmanual of the software, the

input parameterfile and an outputfile in CITI-format are presented in appendix B.
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The mutual impedances in (3.28) can now be obtained with the program MUTIMPP. At a

certain frequency f, the mutual impedances Zl i' for i=I, ...,8 (= A x B) ,are given by:,

Zl.l = Zfd(f,O,O) ZI.5 = Zfd(f, 0, d)

ZI.2 = Zfd(f, dx'O) ZI.6 = Zfd(f, d x' d)
ZI.3 = Zfd(f, 2dx' 0) ZI,7 = Zfd(f, 2dx' d)

ZI.4 = Zfd(f, 3dx' 0) Zl,8 = Zfd(f, 3dx' d)

With S " and S ., as parameters, the possibility is created to optimize the antenna with
XJ~ YJ~

a circuitsimulator, mentioned later in this thesis. More computation time can be saved by

neglecting the coupling between dipoles at large distance from each other. The [z] matrix

will be a sparce matrix in that case.

3.1.3 Results of mutual impedances.

In this section, first the effect of a small width in the y-direction (Wy) is investigated, after

which the mutual impedances are verified with results from [5] and [14]. Furthermore, the

effects of dipole configuration parameters on mutual impedances will be considered. To

examine the effect of W ,the self impedance Z I I and the mutual impedance Zl 2 bet·.veeny , •

two elements with an interelement distance d are both calculated with the program MUT-

IMPP and with a version indicated by NAFE. The first program uses the asymptotic form

extraction technique and the second does not. MUTIMPP is preferred, since it can calculate

mutual impedances at larger distances. The impedances are calculated at a frequency f=1.3

GRz, for several values of Wy' presented in table 1. The length of the dipole is A/2 and the

height h above the ground plane is A/4. Only one x-directed basis function per dipole is

considered.

For Zl 2 two cases are considered, namely mutual coupling between two parallel placed.
elements and coupling between two serial placed elements. This means that according to

figure 1 the dipoles are distributed in the y-direction and x-direction for the parallel case and

the serial case, respectively.

Table 1: Effect of Wy on mutual impedances, f=1.3 GRz

Zl I (Q)
ZI.2 (Q) parallel, ZI.2 (Q) serial,

. with d y = 0.5A with d x = 0.6A

Wy (mm) MUTIMPP NAPE MUTIMPP NAPE MUTIMPP NAPE

0 - 85.05+j70.59 - 12.30-j30.35 - 25.09-jO.74

2.5 84.98+j69.19 85.04+j69.89 12.31-j30A2 12.31-j30.36 25.09-jO.72 25.08-jO.75

5 84.95+j68.17 85.01+j68.51 12.32-j30AO 12.32-j30.36 25.08-jO.74 25.07-jO.76
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From table 1 it can be concluded that the difference between whether or not using asymp

totic form extraction is negligible for small values of Wy' therefore MUTIMPP will be used

to calculate mutual impedances with Wy chosen as small as possible, Le. wy = O.OIA..

Notice that ZI 1 is more affected by a change in W then Zt 2', y ,

Now, the mutual impedances will be verified with earlier papers. Since one mode per dipole

is assumed, the mutual impedances agree with results from Pozar [14], irrespective to dif

ferences in numerical computation. The self impedance of a single printed dipole with

dimensions L = 0.39A., Wy = O.OIA., h = 0.I9A. and E r = 2.55 was according to Pozar

equal to Z I, 1 = 105 + j72Q. Verification with the software program MUTIMPP software

resulted in ZI,I = 99.6 + j67.0Q at f=1.3 GHz and ZI,I = 100.3 + j68.5Q at f=1.0

GHz. After some little modification of the height and length of the dipole to L = OAOA.

and h = 0.20A., the self impedance becomes ZI,I = 104.6 + j72.IQ at f=1.3 GHz and

ZI 1 = 104.7 + j72.6Q at f=1.0 GHz. Observe that the self-impedance is still frequency,
dependent, in spite of the modification of the dimensions L, Wyand h in terms of A.. This

frequency dependence may be caused by the dielectric sheet. Pozar did not mention any fre

quency in his paper.

A more complete comparison can be made with the book of Hansen [5]. Hansen presents on

page 86-87 the self-impedance of a dipole with a length equal to A./2 where the height h

above the ground plane is chosen as parameter. The trace of L/ d = 75 is verified, where

the dimensions are L = A./2 and wy = 1td/2 = 1tA./300::::: 0.01 A. [5, p.80, equation (1)].

The self impedances for several heights are shown in table 2, where the frequency is 1.3

GHz. The effects of the height on the mutual impedances is presented in figure 8(a). Curve

A, Band C are the mutual impedances in the complex plane as a function of the distance at

the heights h = 0.23A., h = 0.25A. and h = 0.27 A. , respectively.

Table 2: Effect of height on self impedances, f= 1.3 GHz.

h(mm)
ZI 1 (Q), ZI,I (Q), IZ l,l1 (Q),
MUTIMPP [S, p.86-87]

47 ~ 0.20A. 67.1+j69.4 68+j69 96.5

59 ~ 0.25A. 84.8+jS7.4 8S+jS8 102.4

72 ~ 0.30A. 9S.6+j44.7 96+j43 lOS.5
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Figure 8: (a) Effect of height h above ground plane on mutual impedances, f=1.3 GHz.

(b) Effect of length L on the mutual impedances, f=1.3 GHz

The results from [5] have a margin of ± lOin the magnitude of the impedance, due to read

errors. From table 2 it can be seen that the computed self-impedances agree with the results

in [5]. The difference in Zl 1 in consequence of h can be explained by the difference in the.
Green's function in the integrand of (3.15). It can be concluded that a small variation of Wy

hardly influences the self and mutual impedances, in contrast to the height h above the

ground plane. The Cornu spirals in figure 8 are related to a parallel structure. The self and

mutual impedances increase with increasing height h and the phase also changes, within the

relevant range of h. The effect of the length L of a dipole is presented in figure 8(b) and

given in table 3, where Wy = 3mm and h = 0.25A. = 57.5mm. Curve D, E and F are the

mutual impedances in the complex plane as function of distance at lengths L = 104.5 mm,

L = 110 mm and L = 115 mm, respectively.

Table 3: Effect of length L on impedances, f=1.3 GHz.

Zl 2 (0) , Zl 2 (0) ,. ,
L Zl 1 (0) parallel with serial with.

dy = 0.5A. dx = 0.6A.

0.45 A. 69.8-jl1.8 lO.3-j25.0 20.0-j2.6

0.475 A. 76.9+j27.6 11.2-j27.5 22.3-j1.9

0.50A. 85.0+j69.3 12.3-j30A 25.1-jO.7

0.525A. 93.4+j 109.8 13.4-j33.0 28.0-jl.O
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The self impedance increases with increasing length L, which can be used to match the self

impedance of a dipole. From table 3 it is obvious that there is a length at which the self

impedance is real. At a length L = 104.5mm, the self impedance is 71.0 O. This length

will be used in this thesis. From figure 8(b) it can be seen that by increasing length, only the

magnitude of the mutual impedance increases. The phase of the mutual impedance remains

constant for a certain interelement distance. According to table 2 and table 3, it can be con

cluded that the self impedance is more affected by a variation in length L then by a variation

in height h. The mutual impedances are (besides height and length) also dependent on the

distance between the array elements, see figure 8. The mutual impedance with dlA as

parameter shows in the complex plane a Cornu-spiral [5, p.168], where the mutual imped

ances decrease faster for serial structures then for parallel structures, for increasing dis

tance.

The mutual impedance ZI.2 between two dipoles A/4 above a ground plane are presented

in [5, p.168], with the distance d between the elements as a parameter. Parallel as well as

serial separated dipoles are considered. Some results from figure 8 are presented in table 4,

where they are compared to the results in [5, p.168] at a frequency f=1.3 GHz.

Table 4: Verification of ZI 2' f=1.3 GHz..
ZI.2 (0), serial d = d x ZI,2 (0), parallel d = d y

d MUTIMPP [5, p.168] MUTIMPP [5, p.168]

0.5A 3804+j25.3 39+j27 12.3-j3004 13-j30

0.6A 25.1-j1.6 26+j2 -2.5-j25.3 1-j26

0.7A 13.7-j9.1 15-j8 -11.9-j16.8 -1O-j18

The computed results agree with the results of Hansen, within the read error margin of the

plots. The frequency dependence of the mutual impedances is presented in figure 9 on page

30, where the Cornu spirals are shown for eleven frequencies from 1.2 GHz up to 104 GHz,

for a serial structure (figure 9(a)) and a parallel structure (figure 9(b)). The dipole is

designed at a center frequency of 1.3 GHz, with dimensions h = 57.5mm, L = 104.5mm

and Wy = 3.0mm. The numbers at the curves are related to the frequencies, where curve 1

belongs to 1.2 GHz. In figure 9, it can be seen that the parallel structure is more frequency

dependent than the serial structure at a certain distance d. In the serial structure, the magni

tude of the mutual impedances at a certain distance remain almost constant over the fre

quency band, which implies that a frequency deviation mainly causes a change in phase.

For the parallel structure, the magnitude and phase are both affected by a frequency differ

ence.
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Figure 9: Frequency dependence of mutual impedances.
(a) serial structure, d x = [115, , 1196] mm,
(b) parallel structure, d y = [92, , 1115] mm.
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By a closer observation of figure 9, it appears that the phase deviation, in consequence of

the frequency change, is for the serial as well as the parallel structure the same. So the most

important difference between the serial and parallel structure, concerning the frequency

dependence of the mutual impedances, is the magnitude difference of the mutual imped

ances. This implies that at the borders of the frequency band the deviation of the mutual

impedances will be stronger for parallel structures.

The frequency dependence of the self impedance is shown in table 5, where the dipole has

the same dimensions as in figure 9. It appears from table 5 that the self impedance depends

strongly on the frequency, which implies that there will be a serious mismatch at the limits

of the frequency band.

Table 5: Frequency dependence of the self impedance.

f(GHz) Zl 1 (0) f(GHz) Zl 1 (0). .
1.20 56.4-j55.4 1.32 74.1+jlO.2

1.22 59.3-j43.8 1.34 77.2+j20.2

1.24 62.1-j32.4 1.36 80.3+j29.9

1.26 65.0-j21.4 1.38 83.5+j39.4

1.28 68.0-jlO.6 1.40 86.6+j48.7

1.30 71.0-jO.1
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I

3.2 Network model of an antenna, analysed with the Method of Moments.

In this section a network model of a finite array antenna will be presented, where the effects

of mutual coupling are taken into account. This network model can be used to analyse the

antenna and its feed network together, so that an accurate prediction of the excitation at the

dipole terminals can be given. With the predicted excitation at the tenninals the method of

moments can be solved, whereafter the currents on the dipoles and the radiation pattern are

known.

Since many antennas, modelled with the moment method, consider more then one mode per

array-element in their analysis, it will be more pragmatic for the antenna network model to

take more modi into account. Therefore the network model, that will be presented in this

section, can be used for an arbitrary antenna on the understanding that it is analysed with

the method of moments.

To create the network model of the antenna, expressions for mutual port impedances have to

be derived. The feed network can be terminated with these mutual port impedances. The

derivation of the mutual port impedances of an arbitrary antenna, modelled with the meth

ods of moments, is presented in section 3.2.1 and the derivation of the mutual port imped

ances for the dipole array in this thesis is presented in section 3.2.2. In section 3.2.3 an

network model is presented, which can be used in a circuit simulation program

3.2.1 Derivation of mutual port impedance, the general case.
In this section expressions for the mutual port impedances of an arbitrary antenna, which is

analysed with the method of moments, are derived. The antenna has I elements and N basis

functions on each element. It is important to investigate the definition of the excitation field

t ex
in the method of moments. The excitation field can be impressed by a port voltage r/

or a port current I
P

, with which the method of moments equations result in the following

expressions
I N

L L Z jm, in . I in + L V;~;. ~ = 0 by impressed port voltage,
i=ln=l i=l

I N I

L L Z jm, in . I in + L V;~ ~ . I~ = 0 by impressed port current.
i=ln=l i=l

(3.30)

(3.31)

Both relations have to be satisfied for every mode m at all points of each array element j.

Z jm, in can be calculated with (3.12), v;~; and v;~ ~ are defined as

v;~; = ~J Jt;X, v (x, y, z) . ;}jm (x, y, z) dS jm' (3.32)
i Sjrn

v;~ ~ = ;pJ Jt;X, I (x, y, Z) . ;}jm (x, y, Z) dS jm' (3.33)
i Sjrn
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. h' h .ex, v. h .. fi d' d b 1·.P d .ex, I. h
In W IC J!j i IS t e excItatIon el Impresse y a port vo tage vi' an J!ji IS t e

excitation field impressed by a port current I~. S jm is the ~ .. rface of element j on which

the m-th test function ~jm is nonzero.

Writing (3.30) and (3.31) in matrix notation gives

[z] . [I] + [vex, 1 . [v] = [0]

[z] . [I] + [Vex, 1· [IP] = [0]

(3.34)

(3.35)

where the matrixes have the same dimensions as those in (3.14).

Before the mutual port impedances will be derived the following definitions are introduced:

- ~ is the port voltage at the i-th element and is an element of the port voltage

vector [v] ,
- I~ is the port current at the j-th element and is an element of the port current

vector [IP
] ,

- ~ . is the mutual port admittance between element j and element i, this is an
],~

element of the mutual port admittance matrix [yP] ,
- zP. . is the mutual port impedance between the j-th element and the i-th ele-

],~

ment, and is an element of the mutual port impedance matrix [zP] .

One advantage of the finite array approach is that the port impedance matrix and the scatter

ing matrix can be calculated directly once the moment method matrixes [z] and [vex:]
are known. This means that the array is characterised for all scan angles. If an infinite array

approach was used, the method of moments procedure has to be carried out for each possi

ble scan-angle. The relations between the port currents and the port voltages are given by

[I~ = [~. [v] ,
[vJ = [z~' [I~ .

(3.36)

(3.37)

Another relation between port current and port voltage is the expression
in ..P p.

P. =v.·I.,
~ ~ ~

(3.38)

in which p~n is the total complex power supplied by the source i, defined by

in _ fffl~tot ~ex· .".,.tot· ~.exJp . - - J!j • J . + H . 1'1 . dV
~ ~ ~.

V

(3.39)

(3.40)
ttot = t S + t ex

,

tJtot = tJs + tJex .

In (3.39) .tot and ~tot
J!j H are the total electric- and magnetic field respectively, that are

given by



(3.41)
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In (3.40) the superscripts s and ex denote the scattered fields and excitation fields respec

tively. '};x' is the complex conjugate of '};x. The excitation fields are the electromagnetic

fields in consequence of the current distribution at the terminals, while the scattered fields

are the electromagnetic fields in consequence of the induced currents on the radiator surface

and feedlines, between terminal and radiator. In (3.39) '};x is the electric current distribu

tion and tf;x is the magnetic current distribution of the excitation source. These are related

to the electric and magnetic excitation fields by

tfex = t ex x f1 ,

'}ex = f1 x t1ex ,

on the sources. Relations (3.38) and (3.39) are found in [6, p. 96] and are used to derive the

mutual port impedances. The two different possibilities of describing the excitation field,

and the derivation of the mutual port impedances are considered in next subsections.

(3.42)

3.2.1.1 Mutual port impedance when the excitation field is described by a port voltage.

With respect to the general case, the port voltage is considered in this section as an excita

tion and the port current is its response, according to relation ~3.36). Therefore the port

admittance matrix is calculated and will be expressed in terms of the [z] and [vex, 1
matrix. V;~; is defined by (3.32), which can be rewritten into

ex, V 1 I I .,lo.ex, v( ~
Vjm, i = ~ .c i x, y, z) . J jm (x, y, z) dS jm

~ 5 jm

-II I +.s ~.ex, V= - Hjm(X,y,z) 'Mi (x,y,z)dSi ,

V; 51

where the reaction concept [6, p. 118] is used. S j m is the surface of element j on which '}j m

is nonzero and S i is the surface of the source. The excitation field t;x.v can be replaced

by the equivalent magnetic source tf;x. v, that follows from (3.41). Note that it is important

for the derivation of the mutual port admittance matrix how V;~; is defined.

Since the excitation is a voltage, there exists only a electric excitation field or an equivalent

magnetic current source, related to each other by (3.41). No electric current source will exist

and therefore no magnetic excitation field exists, so that with (3.40) the total magnetic field

will be equal to the magnetic scattered field. Substituting relation (3.40) into (3.39) results

in
in _ I I+.s ' ~ex, VP. - - H • M; dS ..
~ . ~

51
(3.43)

(3.44)

By combining (3.38) and (3.39) the port current can be expressed as
in'

I~ = Pi = -1 IIt1s.tf~X, V'dS. = -1-IIt~x. v' . '}S dS
~ .~. ~ ~ • ~ I

V; i 51 ~ 5

in which the reactionconcept may be used when tf:
x
. v'/~' and t:x

. v'/~' are real func-
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tions. "}s is the electric current distribution and S is the surface of the radiator. With (3.44)

an expression is derived that describes the port current in terms of the method of moments

matrixes [zJ and [Vex, 1 .

In the derivation of the port current, two possibilities are considered:

ex,V d 'b db ".ex, V
• Vjm,i escrz e Y.b i :

When V~x, ~ is defined in terms of t~X, v, the electric current distribution is written in
Jm, ~ •

terms of the mode coefficients I j m' according to

I N

"}S == L L I jm' "}jm • (3.45)
j=lm=1

The port current can be derived by substituting expansion (3.45) into (3.44), which results

in

(3.46)

(3.48)

I N
~ ~ ex,V

= ~ ~ Vi,jm· I jm I

j = 1m = 1

where V;~; is defined by (3.32). Observe that t;X, v'IV;' has to be a real function and

therefore I~ can be expressed in terms of V;~ ;.
ex, V d "b d b ~ex, V

• Vjm,i escrz e Y f'Ili :

Wh ex, v. d fi ed" f ~ex, V h . d fi ld " " "en V j In, i IS e n 10 terms 0 f'Il i ,t e magnetIc scattere e IS wntten 10 terms

of the mode coefficients I j m' given by
I N

~S == L L I jm . ~;m . (3.47)
j=lm=1

Substituting this expansion into (3.44) the following relation for the port current is

derived, I N ex, V'

-P -1 II~s ~ex, V' ~ ~ II ~s Ri
.Ii == -, t1 'f'Il i dSi == - ~ ~ I jm ·t1 jm " , dS i

V; 5 i j=lm=151 V;
I N
~ ~ ex,V= ~ ~ Vi,jm· I jm I

j=lm=1

where V;~; is defined by (3.42). Notice that R;x. v'lV;' has to be a real function and

therefore I~ can be expressed in terms of V;~ ;.
Further, relations (3.46) and (3.48) have obviously the same results, but observe that V;~;

have different definitions. The expressions of the port current can also be presented in
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matrix form by

[I~ = [Vex. 1T. [~ = _[Vex,1T. [zJ-
1

. [vex'1' [v] , (3.49)

where matrix equation (3.34) has been used. According to (3.36), the port admittance

matrix can be written as

(3.50)

To terminate a feed network, the port impedance matrix is needed, which is related to the

port admittance matrix by

(3.51)

Note that [zPJ can be evaluated without solving the matrix equation (3.34).

(3.52)

3.2.1.2 Mutual port impedance when the excitation field is described by a port current.

With respect to the general case, the port current is considered in this section as an excita

tion and the port voltage is its response, according to relation (3.37). Therefore the port

impedance matrix will be expressed in terms of the [z] and [vex'1J matrix. V;~ ~ is

defined by (3.33) and can be rewritten into

V~x, I. = 1 f f ~ex, I ( ) ~ ( )
1m, ~ I

P
J;:;i X, y, Z . J jm X, y, Z dS jm

i 5 jm

= 1 ff ~s ~ex. Ip J;:;jm(x,y'Z)'J i (x,y,z)dS i ,

Ii 51

where, again, the reaction concept is used. S j m is the surface of element j on which ~ j m is

nonzero and S i is the surface of the source.

(3.53)
in __ f f~s .~ex. I'P . - J;:; J; dS ..
~ ~ ~

51

Since the excitation is a current, there is only an electric current source, or an equivalent

magnetic excitation field, related to each other by (3.41). No magnetic current source will

exist and therefore no electric excitation field will exist, so that with (3.40) the total electric

field will be equal to the electric scattered field. Substituting relation (3.40) into (3.39)

results in

By combining (3.38) and (3.39) the port voltage can be expressed as
in

~ = Pi = 2ff~s.~:x,I' .
~ ' ,J;:; J ~ dS~ 'P P

Ii Ii 51

(3.54)

Relation (3.54) will be used to derive an expression for the port voltage in terms of the

method of moments matrixes [z] and [Vex, 1.

S· ex, I. d fi d' f ~ex, I hi' d fi ld b . .10ce Vjm, i IS e ne 10 terms 0 J i ,t e e ectnc scattere e can e wntten 10 terms
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of the mode coefficients I jm' given by
I N

t
S = I, I, I jm . t;m .

j=lm=l

(3.55)

(3.56)

eX,I
V . .. I. I

~. Jm Jm

I N

=-I, I,

Substituting this expansion into (3.54) the following relation for the port voltage is derived,
I N ",,-ex, I·

~P -1 ff.s ",,-ex I· '" '" ff .s viVi = po b· vi' dS i = -.£..J.£..J Ijm'bjm' p. dSi
Ii 51 j = 1m = 1 51 Ii

j=lm=l

where v;~ ~ is defined by (3.52). Observe that -J;x, I· / I~· is a real function and therefore

v:' can be expressed in terms of v;~ ~. This expression can also be presented in matrix

form by

(3.57)

where matrix equation (3.35) has been used. According to (3.37), the port impedance matrix

can be written as

(3.58)

Note that [zPJ can be evaluated without solving the matrix equation (3.35).

3.2.2 Derivation of mutual port impedance, the dipole array.

By considering the dipole array with one basis function on each dipole and excitation with

infinitesimal generators, the matrix equation (3.30) reduces to
I I

'" z . .. I. + '" v~x.. ~ = 0 . (3.59).£..J J.~ ~ .£..J J.~ ~

i=l i=l

Relation (3.59) has to be satisfied at all points of each array element j.

Since the excitation at the dipole terminals in the method of moments is assumed to be a

voltage, the port admittance matrix is given by relation (3.50). In case of a one mode on

each dipole and delta-gap excitation, the excitation matrix [vej is a diagonal matrix with

the diagonal elements equal to (-1). Substituting this into relation (3.50), the port admit

tance matrix results in

(3.60)

and according to (3.37) the port impedance matrix is

(3.61)

Note that [zPJ can be evaluated without solving the matrix equation (3.14).
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3.2.3 Network presentation of the Mutual port impedances

The port impedance matrix can be used in the same way as an o.linary impedance matrix.

In this section a network model will be presented, that is used in the circuitsimulator

'Microwave Design System (MDS)' from Hewlett and Packard. This circuitsimulator is

used to design and develop feed networks. To explain the network model from the mutual

port impedances, a two element array will be used as example, given in figure lO(a). The

relation between the port currents and port voltages of this linear array is given by
_.p p p p P
v-1 = Z11' II +Z12' I 2 I

_.p P P P p (3.62)
V2 = Z21 . II + Z22 . I 2 •

This dipole array can be represented by the network shown in figure lO(b) The same

approach is used in reference [11]. This network is a representation of the impedance matrix

of a two port network, where the equations in (3.62) have been used. The current depended

impedances zi2 .I~/ Ii and Z~1 . Ii / I~ can be replaced by Current Depended Voltage

Sources (CDVS), which are given in figure lO(c). Note that the network presentation in fig

ure lO(c) is equivalent to that in figure lO(b). In figure lO(c) line 1 is defined as the line

from port 1 to the ground, through which the port current Ii flows. The same definition is

obtained for line 2 at port 2. According to figure lO(c), CDVS-l generates a voltage

vfl = Z~1 . Ii in line 2, due to the current in line 1, and CDVS-2 generates in line 1 a

voltage vi2 = zi2' I~ , in consequence of the current in line 2. The voltage source in a

CDVS is independent of the current that flows through that voltage source.

When analysing larger arrays with I elements, a network has to be build with

« I-I) . I) CDVS's. Drawing wires to connect a couple of CDVS's will make the net

work presentation not surveyable and mistakes are easily made. Therefore a new network

element is introduced, called mutkop, in which a pair of CDVS's are connected to each

other with voltage labels. When using mutkop, the network presentation in figure lO(c)

changes to the equivalent circuit in figure lO(d). The mutual coupling between two array

elements will always be described by a pair of two mutkop elements, that are reciprocal to

each other. In figure lO(d), mutkop 12 is reciprocal to mutkop 21 and the voltage labels are

equal to the generated voltages in figure lO(c). The general network symbols of a couple of

mutkop elements is shown in figure lO(e) and their internal network is presented in figure

10(0 on page 40.

In the following description of the pair of mutkop elements in figure 10(0, p and i are the

element numbers of the dipoles in an array-antenna. An element mutkop (P,i) has to be

placed in line p, where the other element of the couple (mutkop (i,p» has to be placed in

line i.
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(a)
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vi2 ~12:....L. 21
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Figure 10: (a) Two element linear array of dipoles, (b) Network representation of a dipole

array including mutual coupling, showing self- and mutual-impedances, (c) Equiv

alent circuit where mutual impedances are replaced by current depended voltage

sources, (d) Simplified circuit with a new defined network element mutkop, which

represents the mutual coupling between two elements.
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Figure 10: (Continue); (e) Schematic symbol of a mutkop couple, which represents the

mutual coupling between element p and element i, (f) Internal network presenta

tion of a pair of mutkop elements.
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The element mutkop (p,i) generates a voltage ~P = Z~p' I~ at the label ~P' which

depends on the current I~ in line p. This voltage is generated by a CDVS in mutkop (p,i).

The voltage ~P has to be generated in line i. This is realised with the Voltage Depended

Voltage Source (VDVS) in element mutkop (i,p), which transforms the labelvoltage ~P

into an equal voltage in line i. The voltage that is generated by the voltage source in the

VDVS is independent ofthe current that flows through that voltage source. The mutual cou

pling from element p to element i has been described now. To implement the mutual cou

pling from element i to element p, the CDVS in mutkop (i,p) generates a voltage

~i = Z~i' I~ at the label ~i' This voltage will be generated in line p by the VDVS in

mutkop (p,i).

In this description of a pair of mutkop elements, it can be seen that the VDVS's are needed

to connect a pair of CDVS's (see figure lO(c» with voltage labels, instead of wires. In figure

lO(e) and (f) the label Z~P refers to the transformation factor of the CDVS in mutkop (p,i),

which has to be equal to the mutual port impedance ~P' In addition, the label Z~i in

mutkop (i,p) must be chosen equal to the mutual port impedance Z~i' Since one mode per

dipole is assumed, the mutual port impedances are given by (3.61). These impedances can

therefore be imported in MDS with the earlier created datasets in CITI-format, see section

3.1.3, that contain the mutual impedances Z fd (f, S xji' SyjJ .

When for example a linear array with I elements has to be simulated, every line contains

( I-I) mutkop elements. In the whole network model of the array, « I-I) . I)

mutkop elements and I self impedances Z~ i (i =1, ... , I) are required. A presentation

of for example a four elements linear array in MDS is shown in figure 11.

I P P
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~1:..L-

I P P
Z22

2
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I P P
Z33

3
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I P ~4

~
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Figure 11: network model of 4 element linear array.
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The network model of the four element array in figure 11 is the internal circuit of the

antenna microwave network, given in figure 12.

Antenna Microwave Network

Ii+
\,~-

1

Figure 12: antenna microwave network of a 4 element linear array.

To accelerate simulation time, when analysing large arrays, coupling between elements at

large distance from each other can be neglected. This implies that the mutual port imped

ance matrix will be a sparce matrix, so that the mutual port impedances between elements at

large distance from each other are zero. By setting up the antenna network, the couple of

mutkop elements, corresponding with the neglected mutual impedances, can also be omit

ted. Now the network model of an antenna, including mutual coupling, has been presented,

the usefulness of this model is discussed in next section.

3.3 The antenna-network system.
The antenna microwave network can be built with the circuitsimulator 'Microwave Design

System (MDS)' of Hewlett & Packard. In this design system electrical circuits can be build

and analysed. Results from simulations can be represented in graphs or tables. MDS calcu

lates the node voltages and currents in the electric (microwave) circuit. It can also calculate

the scattering parameters of microwave circuits. The network presentation of the antenna in

figure 11 (page 41) is an example of the antenna microwave circuit in MDS, where it will be

used to predict the voltages at the terminals of the array, when the array is fed by free exci

tation [5].

The method of moments equations (3.34) or (3.35) can be solved, when the voltages or cur

rents, respectively, at the terminals of the antenna elements are known. The solution is the

[I] matrix, which contains the mode coefficients of the induced currents on the dipoles

radiators. These mode coefficients will be used to predict the radiation pattern, discussed in

section 3.5. In case of free excitation, the antenna elements are terminated with a certain

transmission circuit. This transmission circuit can be for instance a feed network or a trans

mission line, which are presented in figure 13. In this figure T/R module denotes Transmit!

Receive module, that can be used in active phased array antennas. V' and I P are the port

voltage and port current respectively at the terminals of the antenna elements. The port volt

age and port current at the terminals of the transmitter/receiver are denoted by vS
and IS.
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Antenna Microwave Network
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Figure 13: (a) Antenna array connected to source by a feed network,

(b) Antenna array connected to T/R modules by trans

mission lines.
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3.4 The scattering matrix.

At microwave frequencies one usually uses the scattering matrix rather than the mutual port

impedance matrix, because the scattering parameters can be measured in practice. Further it

is easier to work with incident and reflected power quantities than with impressed voltage

and impressed currents. Incident power will usually remain constant under varying condi

tions, whereas it is very difficult to keep the impressed voltage or the impressed current con

stant. The scattering matrix of the antenna can be calculated with [15, p. 224]

[5] = ([ZPJ + [ZoJ )-1( [zPJ - [ZoJ) , (3.63)

where [Zo] is a diagonal matrix with elements equal to the characteristic impedance of the

connecting transmission lines, which is usually 500.. The scattering parameters of an

antenna can also be calculated with MDS. It is also important to express the mutual port

impedance matrix in terms of the scattering matrix, so that a feed network can be simulated

with measured scattering parameters of an existing array antenna. The scattering matrix can

be transformed into the mutual port impedance matrix by

[ZPJ = (([uJ - [5J)-I([UJ + [5J)). zo' (3.64)

in which [U] is the unity matrix and Zo is the characteristic impedance of the connecting

transmission lines. Note that the whole scattering matrix must be known, before it can be

transformed to a port impedance matrix. Due to symmetry of an antenna, only the half of

the scattering parameters have to be measured, since 5, . = 5. ]'.
]. ~ ~.

The advantage of the antenna microwave network is that the reflection coefficient at the

input of a feed network can be calculated in MDS, where multiple reflections between

antenna and feed network are taken into account. These reflections are caused by a mis

match between the terminals of the antenna and the feed network, mutual coupling of the

antenna and internal reflections in the feed network.

3.5 Radiation pattern.

In antenna theory one is usually also interested in the radiation pattern since antennas are by

definition made to radiate power into free space. After solving equation (3.14), an approxi

mation of the current distribution on the dipoles is known. To determine the radiation pat

tern of an array, a combination of the equivalence principle and image theory is used.

According to the equivalence principle the sources of the array elements are replaced by a

magnetic source [6, p.108] just above the plane S, see figure 14.

In this figure h is the height from the top of the antenna surface to the ground plane, given

by h = Zo + w/2. Above the infinite plane S the same electromagnetic fields and medium
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are specified as in the original problem, below the plane S a null field is assumed. Since the

fields below S are zero, the S-plane is a perfect electric conductor.

t,tJ
z

t,tJ
£0£0 Rs-

I
~di~ole

[w ....... .....••
'\. S-plane

h

y .. --.... , ..... _.-._.-
x x Y

(a) (b)

O~--00---~

z

Figure 14: (a) Dipole array, (b) Equivalent magnetic current source.

The tangential components of t are zero on the conductor S, therefore the fields above S

can be found from the magnetic current distribution just above S, according to

Rs = t x ~ z . (3.65)

By applying image theory [6, p.1IO] the perfect electric conductor S can be replaced by an

image source, which means that Rs is replaced by 2Rs and that the infinite plane S is

removed. The electric field above the S-plane can be calculated from [6, p.99],[8, chapter 8]
- jkolt- tol

t(t) = -\1 x Ij2Rs (to) : 1tlt- tol dS , (3.66)

(3.67)
. -jkor

]koe jkohcos9~ II ~ t jko(xosin9cos4>+Yosin9sin4»
= 4 e f;;rX 21'1 s ( 0) e dxodyo'1tr

s

in which ~ r is the unit vector in the r-direction.

where t = (x, y, z) is an observation point in the far field region and to = (xo' Yo' h)

a source point on the plane S. Under farfield conditions ItI »Itol [8, p.8.3], relation (3.66)

can be written as
• -jkor

]koe II jkO~r·to
t(t) = 41tr ~rX 2Rs (to)e dxodyo

s

(3.68)= xocosq>sin8 + yosinq>sin8 + hcos8
r

In expression (3.67) a transformation is made from the cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) to

the spherical coordinates (r, 8, q» , according to the coordinate system in figure 15. Fur

thermore the inner product

xXo + yYo+ zh

is used.
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Figure 15: The coordinate system.

With the spectral domain coordinates k x = k ocos <l> sine, k y = kosin <l> sin e and (3.65),

relation (3.67) can be written in terms of the spectral domain electric field, according to

. -jkor
~(t) -_ ]koe jkohcos9~ ff~ j(kxxo+kyYo)
b 2 e ~rX IVJs(xo'Yo,h)e dxodyo

1tr s

. -jkor
]koe jkohcos9 ~

= 2 e ~rX[c(k ,k ,h) x~ J,
1tr x Y z

in which the spectral domain field can be derived from (2.48), given by

I N (00 J~(kx,ky,h) = L L fC{(kx,ky,h,Zo) ·Jin(kx,ky'Zo)dZo I in ·

i=ln=l 0

(3.70)

Since one mode per dipole and the considerations in section 3.1.2.2 (W« L => h = zo) are

assumed, the electric field in the spectral domain (3.70) reduces to
I

7& ~ ~E ~
c(kx' k y' zO) = L Q (kx' k y' zO' zO) . Ji (k x' k y' zo) . Ii

i = 1

I
~ ~E ~ jkx(xj-x1) jky(Yi-Yl)

= L Q (k x' k y ' ZO' ZO) . J1 (kx' k y' ZO) e e . Ii
i = 1

AE I- ~ ~ jkx(xj-x1) jky(Yi-Yl)
= Q (k x' k y' ZO' ZO) . J1 (kx' k y' ZO) L Ii' e e (3.71)

i = 1

I
7& ~ jko(a -1) dxcoscllsin9 jko(b-1) dysincllsin9

= Co (k x ' k y ' ZO) . L Ii' e e
i = 1

== ~O(kx' k y' ZO) . F,
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(3.72)

where Eo (kx' k y' zo) is the elementfactor of a dipole above a ground plane and F is the

arrayfactor [7, p.2.17] of the whole array. I is the number of array elements given by

I = A x B, in which A is the number of array elements in the x-direction and B is the

number of elements in the y-direction. i is again the elementnumber, that can be expressed

in i = (b - 1) A + a, where a and b are the elementnumbers in the x-and y-direction

respectively (see figure 1). d x and dy are the interelement distances in the x- and y-direc

tion respectively.

The elementfactor in the spectral domain is defined by

Eo (kx, k y' Zo) = C{ (kx, k y' zo' Zo) . ~h (k x, k y' Zo)

= O~x( ~x' j1)~x + O;x( ~x' j1)~y
== Eox (kx, k y' Zo) ~x + EOY (kx, k y' Zo) ~y

where Eox and E
OY

are the x- and y-components, respectively, of the spectral domain elec

tric field from one single element, given by

Eox(kx,ky'zo) = O~x(~x·j1) = -j~1l0(k~-k~)Gxx(~x·j1)
~ ~~~

= 2-milo e( 1- sin 2ecos2ep)( 1- e -j2koZOCOS9)( ~x' j1),
kocos

(3.74)

Using coordinate transformation between cartesian and spherical coordinates [15, tables

inside cover], relation (3.69) can be reduced to

-jkor
jkoe jkoZ oC049

21tr e [Ex(kx.ky'zo)cos9~x+Ey(kx'ky.zo)cos9~y

-(Ex (kx' kyo zo) sin9cosq,~Z -Ey (kx' kyo zo) sin9sinq,) ~ Z ]

-jkor (3.75)
jkoe jkoZoC049

21tr e [Ex(kx'ky.zo)cosq,~9+Ey(kx.ky.zo)sinq,~9

-Ex (kx' kyo zo) cos9sinq,~, + Ey (kx' kyo zo) cos9cosq,~,]

. -jkor I
]koe jkOZ 0C049[ ~ jko(a-l)dx c04,sin9 jkO(b-l)dySin'Sin9] [

= 21tr e LJ Ii' e e EOx (kx' kyo zo) cosq,~9
1 m 1

+ EOy(kx' kyo zo) sinq,~9-Eox(kx' kyo zo) cos9sinq,~, + EOy(kx' kyo zo) cos9cosq,~,]

== Eo(t) . F .
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In (3.75) to is the element factor of a single dipole without ground plane in the spatial

domain, given by
-jk r

jkoe 0 jkozocos9 COJlo ( .. ) [ -j2koZoCOS9J [(( 0 2 2 1
Eo(t) 2 e 2 9 ~ oJl l-e 0 sm 9cos cI>-lfoscl>1tr kocos x

+ sin
2
9 cos cI> sin

2
cI> )~9 + (( 1 - sin29 cos2c1>)COS9Sincl> + sin29 cos

2
c1> cos9 sin cI>)~,J

je-
jkor

jkozocos9 COJlo ( .. )[ -j2koZoCOS9J [ ( 2) ]
= 21tr e 2cos9 ~x·Jl l-e 0 coscl> sin 9-1 ~9+cos9sincl>~, (3.76)

-jkor [21tLCos(kxL) ]je jkozocos9 COJlo 2 jk.x. jkyY. [ -j2koZoCOS9J
= e -- e e l-e

21tr 2cos9 1t2 _ (k L) 2
x

o [coscl>( sin
2
9 -1)~9 + cos9sincl>~,J '

and F is the arrayfactor, defined by

I
~ jko(a - 1) d.coscl>sin9 jko(b -1) dysincl>sin9

F= £.JIi·e e
i = 1

(3.77)

In practice one is usually more interested in the radiated power, instead of the radiated field.

An important antenna parameter is therefore the gain function, defined by

G(e,</) = 41tp
p

(.e,</) ,
~n

(3.78)

(3.80)

where Pin is the total supplied power to the antenna with its feed network and where

p (e, </) is the radiation intensity, given by

pee,</)~ = Ir2~(t)l. (3.79)

In (3.79) ~ (t) is the radiation density [8, p.3.7], which is the radial component of the

mean time Pointing vector, that can be calculated with

S(t) = 2~JE(t) oE·(t))~r = 2~J(Eo(t)Fa).(Eo(t)FJ·)~r

2

= I~;I C1t:~~s9YI~x 0 Jl I2[( coscl>( sin
2
9 - 1))2 + ( cos9sincl> )1 ~r

o

IF 1
2 2[1tI..COS( ;CoScl>sin9)]2 )2

~ 2;J4':~'0) ,( ., ,) [("',.(,"'0-1)' +(00'0'''. k
1t 1 - sm 9cos cI>

= IFl( cJloY[CO/(;COScl>Sin9)]~
2Zo 21tr l-sin29cos2c1> r'

where c is the speed of light in free space. The radiation intensity function can be found by

substituting relation (3.80) into (3.79), which results in

P (e, </) = _1_( c~or[cos2(~:S~Si:e )J(1- e-j2koZOCOS9) ·IFl2 • (3.81)
8z0 1t 1 - sm e cos </)
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The radiation intensity is a measure for the gain function and directivity function of the

antenna. Since one mode per dipole is assumed, it can be \.Jncluded from substitution of

(3.27) and (3.61) into (3.14) that the current coefficients of the basis functions are equal to

the port currents. Therefore the radiation intensity function P (a, <1» can be derived directly

from the port currents. In MDS, this can be realised with the combination of the element

arfactor and the element elfactor. An element arfactor transforms a port current at the ter

minals of an array element to a contribution for the array factor Fa' see figure 16(a) and (b)

on page 50. After summing these contributions, the array factor F is derived, according toa .

(3.77). Then the element elfactor, figure 16(c) and (d), is used to calculate the term

cllo (cos(~cOS<l>Sina)J( 1- e-j2koZoCOS9) . (3.82)

J8Zo1t Jl- sin 2acos 2
<1>

Subsequently, the factor (3.82) is multiplied with the arrayfactor. After squaring the output

voltage of elfactor, P (a, <1» is derived. An example of the connection of the elements

arfactor and elfactor at the antenna microwave network in figure 11 is presented in figure

16(e). Note that the array elements are distributed in the y-direction (a=l, b=I,... ,4). The 50

Ohm impedance is only needed to terminate the circuit and has no influence on the value of

p(a,<I» .

When analysing large arrays in MDS, it is recommended to replace the voltage labels at the

mutkop elements by wires. This can be done in MDS automatically with the command

PEFORMIAUTO-WIRE. This action is needed so that the created datafile won't explode,

since MDS takes all voltage labels into the dataset, instead of the few you wish to know.

By considering more than one basisfunction in the moment method analysis, it is evident

that the extra modi hardly contribute to the radiation pattern in the far field. In contrast to

this, the mutual port impedance change considerably. Therefore it is very important to take

enough modi into account, such that the antenna model approximates the real antenna as

good as possible, concerning the port characteristics as well as the field characteristics.

Since antennas radiate energy into free space, one is also interested in the power transfer

from the antenna to free space. This power transfer will be described by the gain function

G(a, <1», which is defined as
G(a,<I» = 41tp

p
(.a, <1» , (3.83)
~n

where P (a, <1» is the radiation intensity and Pin is the total power going into the antenna,

with its feed network if it is present. The gain function is a measure for the losses in the

antenna and feednetwork. To derive the gain function, the input power Pin' which is

dependent of the excitation by the transmitter and the matching between transmitter and

antenna (with feed network), has to be calculated. Therefore the power supply of the trans-
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mitter and the matching between antenna, feed network and transmitter have to be known.

This will be considered in next chapter, where also simulations of the antenna and feed net

work are presented.
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Figure 16: (a) internal circuit of arfactor, (b) network symbol of arfactor,
(c) internal circuit of elfactor, (d) network symbol of elfactor,
(e) A x B array circuit for radiation pattern.



Chapter 4: The antenna and its feed network.

The array, that will be considered in this chapter, is an 24 elements non-scanning linear

array and has a so called H-plane configurations of the dipoles, i.e. the elements are distrib

uted in the y-direction (A=O, B=24). In order to get a low sidelobe array, a 50 dB Taylor dis

tribution along the array aperture is assumed. This power distribution at the terminals of the

antenna elements, will be realised with a constrained passive feed network. Port and field

characteristics are calculated for several antenna configuration parameters. The effect of a

mismatch in the feed network is also considered. The antenna with feed network is trans

formed into a circuit and the simulations are carried out in MDS. In section 4.1 the feed net

work will be presented. The transmit situations of the antenna with feed network is

considered in section 4.2. The simulations are presented and evaluated in paragraph 4.3.

4.1 The feed network.

The feed network will be a 1 to 24 power divider, consisting of Tee junction power splitters.

Before designing the feed network, some restrictions have been taken into account. The

maximum split ratio of the split Tee's that can be achieved is the ratio 1:3. The transmission

lines, that connect the power splitters in the feed network, are assumed to be lossless, ideal

at the center frequency of 1.3 GHz and have a characteristic impedance equal to Zo' Fur

thermore, one has to pay attention to the route length in the feed network, because the phase

distribution at the output ports of the feed network is assumed to be uniform over the fre

quency band. The output power distribution will be a Taylor distribution, designed for a 50

dB sidelobe level, with 7 Dolph Chebyshev zero's. This aperture distribution for excitation

as well as power is presented in table 6. Only one half of the distribution is given, due to

symmetry.

Table 6: 50 dB Taylor distribution.

outputportnr. excitation power % total power dB scale

1,24 0.0506 0.0026 0.03 1

2,23 0.0840 0.0070 0.08 4.3

3,22 0.1449 0.0210 0.23 8.8

4,21 0.2266 0.0513 0.57 12.8

51
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Table 6: 50 dB Taylor distribution.

outputportnr. excitation power % total power dB scale

5,20 0.3259 0.1062 1.17 15.9

6, 19 0.4399 0.1935 2.13 18.5

7, 18 0.5626 0.3165 3.49 20.7

8, 17 0.6854 0.4698 5.18 22.4

9, 16 0.7992 0.6387 7.04 23.7

10, 15 0.8948 0.8006 8.82 24.7

11, 14 0.9639 0.9291 10.24 25.3

12, 13 1 1 11.02 25.7

The excitation distribution in table 6 will be used for simulations of the antenna without the

feed network. The power distribution is used to design the feed network. The dB scale is

used to verify the distribution of the feed network in an S-parameter simulation in MDS.

The structure of the feed network can now be found by combining two powers, that are

closest to the power ratio 1:1 and satisfy within the maximum ratio 1:3. The sum of these

two powers is used as a new power that will be combined with another power again. This

action is repeated untill the complete network is defined. The feeding structure that is

obtained from the power distribution in table 6 is given in figure 17.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Figure 17: Feed network with 50 dB Taylor distribution.

In figure 17, the power ratio is given at each splitter. The splitter is a lossless Tee junction

(non isolated splitter), which means that all power is transmitted or reflected. A microwave

circuit of a Tee junction is given in figure 18, where the power split ratio is given by a:b.
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(4.1)

Figure 18: Tee junction powerdivider.

At a certain power ratio, the characteristic impedances Za and Zb are related to the ratio

a:b by Z = a + b . Z
a a 0 '

a+b
Zb = ----;-. Zo .

When cascading more splitters, the line impedance will increase. Therefore an ideal imped

ance transformer is used to transform the impedances Z a and Zb to Zo and the next splitter

will thus be based on the characteristic impedance zo. The impedance transformer is real

ised in MDS with the two port of figure 19, named R_trafo.

•
•

s = [~ ~
Figure 19: line impedance transformer.

The impedance transformer can than be located at the gaps between the transmission lines

in figure 18, where Z in is equal to one of the calculated impedance in (4.1), depending on

the line at which it is connected, and Z ou t is equal to Zo. While the self impedance of the

dipole is 71 Ohm at the center frequency, the characteristic impedance of the feed network

is assumed to be 70 Ohm. The route length between two successive Tee junctions is

(3/4) A at the center frequency of 1.3 GHz. So the route length from input to output port 1

in the feed network of figure 17 will be 7.5A. The route lengths from the input to the other

output ports are chosen such that they are equal to 7.5A. Since the route length from input

to output is for every port the same, the phase distribution at the output ports will be uni

form over the frequency band.

The scattering parameters and the transfer function of an non isolated Tee junction power

divider are verified in the circuit simulator MDS and they agree with the analytical calcula

tions of that power divider. When the feed network is build in MDS, the scattering parame

ters as well as the transfer from input to output can be calculated. One property of the

symmetric feed network in figure 17 is the reciprocity of the network, which means that
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5
J
. ; = 5. . for every j and i, where j and i are the port numbers of the feed network.
,~ ~. J

The transfer of an incident wave from input port to output port i will therefore be the same

as the transfer of an incident wave from output port i to the input port of the feed network.

The feed network is designed in MDS and checked with an S-parameter analysis, where the

feed network is terminated with load impedance equal to Zo' The magnitude of the output

ports agree with table 6 and the phase distribution of the output ports is constant as a func

tion of frequency. A circuit page of the feed network in MDS is presented in appendix C,

where also the S-parameters of the feed network simulation are shown with regard to the

transmission from the input port to the output ports.

4.2 The antenna connected to the feed network.

The antenna that is used in the simulations is an 24 elements linear antenna array. Since the

antenna model and feednetwork are described, they can be connected and investigated. The

antenna microwave network is connected to the feed network of figure 17. The reflection

coefficient at the input of the feed network can be obtained by substitution of the system of

I equations, that describes the incident and reflected waves of the antenna, into the system

with I +I transfer relations of the feed network. The I +1 transfer relations describe the inci

dent and reflected waves at the ports of the feed network. When the transfer from input to

the dipole terminals is known, the method of moments procedure can be solved, after which

the radiation pattern can be predicted. The transfer from the input of the feed network to the

antenna terminals can also be described by substitution of the voltage/current relations of

the antenna into the voltage/current relations of the feed network. The system of equations

is solved in MDS. The voltage/current relations and the incident/reflected wave relations

have been calculated analytically for a two element array with one Tee junction and verified

with MDS. The results agree perfectly. An example of the circuit of the antenna with feed

network in MDS is presented in appendix D.

To feed the antenna or antenna with network, generators are used. The generators can be

presented by the circuit in figure 20.

antenna with
feed network

Figure 20: Microwave circuit of the generator to feed the antenna.
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(4.3)

(4.2)

(4.5)
1 2( 2)

Pin = 8ZIV~ l-IS 111
o

In this circuit Zg is the generator impedance, Z in is the input impedance of the feed net

work with antenna seen looking into the feed network and vg is a voltage source. Maxi

mum power will be transferred when Z g is conjugately matched to Z in' In our

simulations, Zg is matched to the characteristic impedance Zo of the feed network, which

means that the feed network is conjugately matched to the generator. Therefore the mis

match at the dipole terminals is directly related to the reflection at the input of the feed net

work, since the feednetwork is lossless and reciprocal. When the reflection coefficient at the

input port of the feed network with antenna is known, the incident power going into the net:

work can be calculated by

Pin = ~Re( VoI~) = 2~olv~12( 1-/S11 1

2
),

where S 11 is the reflection coefficient defined by
Z. - Zo

S - ~n11 - -z'::".'-'--+-z"":"
~n 0

The incident vOltag: wave v; ~an be e(xpr~s::d in) terms 0: the ~enerator voltage vg b(Y4.4)

Vo = vo - Vo = Vg - S11 Vo = -2 Vg'
zin + Zo

where after the incident power can be expressed in terms of reflection coefficient and gener

ator voltage, given by

Now the reflection coefficient is derived, the gain function can be calculated with relation

(3.83). The gain function is a measure for the losses in the antenna and feednetwork. In our

case the feednetwork is lossless and the medium of the antenna is free space, which implies

that no power will be dissipated. Due to the mutual coupling there is only mismatch at the

antenna terminals, which will be recovered in the reflection coefficient at the input of the

feed network.

4.3 Results of simulations.

4.3.1 Effect of the feed network on the radiation pattern.

In this section, a linear array with 24 elements is discussed and the dipoles are put in a H

plane configuration. The dipole configuration parameters are L=104.5mm, h=57.5mm. Sim

ulations are executed for frequencies between 1.2 GHz and 1.4 GHz. Furthermore, arrays

with several interelement distances are investigated. First the effect of the presence of the

feed network on the radiation pattern is investigated, by comparing the radiation pattern of

an antenna with and without a feed network, provided that the antenna is fed with the same

aperture distribution and mutual coupling is taken into account. The aperture distribution is

the 50 dB Taylor distribution, for which the feed network is designed. Since the feed net

work consists of non isolated Tee junction power dividers, the effect of mutual coupling on
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the radiation pattern can be amplified due to the multiple reflections in the feednetwork.

When a feednetwork with ideal isolated power splitters is used, the radiation pattern will be

the same as that of the antenna without feed network, since there are no multiple reflections

in the network. The effect is shown in figure 21, where the radiation pattern in figure 21(a)

is that of an antenna with feed network and the pattern in figure 21(b) of an antenna without

feed network, at a frequency of 1.2 GHz. In these figures the solid line denotes the radiation

pattern with mutual coupling and the spectral lines give the far field pattern of the same

antennas, where no mutual coupling is taken into account. The distance between the dipoles

is 0.4",. By comparing both radiation patterns, it can be seen that at e = 45 degrees the

sidelobe is increased with 7dB, due to the presence of the feed network.
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Figure 21: (a) Radiation pattern of antenna with feed network, f=1.2GHz
(b) Radiation pattern of antenna without feed network, f=1.2GHz
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Figure 21 : (C) The difference of the mutual coupling patterns.

To represent the effect of mutual coupling on the radiation pattern, in consequence of the

multiple reflections in the feed network, the mutual coupling patterns of both antennas are

subtracted from each other. The mutual coupling pattern of one antenna is the difference in

the radiation pattern, between the antenna with mutual coupling and the same antenna with

out mutual coupling, if the pattern with mutual coupling is higher than the pattern without

mutual coupling. The difference in mutual coupling patterns of the antenna and the antenna

with the non isolated feed network is given in figure 21(c). When the curve is positive, it

denotes that the sidelobes in the radiation pattern of the antenna with feed network are

higher than those of the antenna without feed network. This figure affirms that the effect of

mutual coupling on the radiation pattern can be deteriorated by the feed network. Since the

distance between the array element is 0.411., a strong effect of the mutual coupling on the

radiation pattern was expected. At larger distances between the elements the radiation pat

tern will be less affected by the presence of mutual coupling and the non isolated feed net

work. It is very important to pay attention to the radiation patterns at several frequencies

and interelement distances, because unexpected sidelobe degradation can occur. This effect

is shown by figure 22 on page 58, where the dipole array is considered with an interelement

distance of 172.5 mm (=0.75 A. at 1.3 GHz). In figure 22(a) and (b) the radiation patterns of

an antenna with and without feed network, respectively, are considered, where again the

solid line denotes the radiation pattern of the antenna with mutual coupling and the spectral

lines the pattern of the antenna without mutual coupling.

Observe that in the vicinity of the main lobe, in figure 22(a), the sidelobes increases about 6

dB and it occurs only at the frequency of 1.3 GHz. The unexpected sidelobe is caused by the

feed network, since the antenna without feed network (figure 22(b» doesn't show any side-
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lobe degradation at this frequency. Note that most sidelobes of the antenna with mutual cou

pling are lower than those of the antenna without mutual co~ pIing. Even for the antenna

with feed network, the sidelobes at the other frequencies in the band are better than those

for an antenna, where mutual coupling is neglected. It is thus obvious that mutual coupling

can also be positively used and that one should be aware of the presence of unexpected side

lobes. Evaluating the simulations, it is obvious that the distance of 0.65A. and 0.70A. show

the best results over the frequency band. The sidelobe levels agree with those of the anten

nas where mutual coupling is neglected.
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Figure 22: (a) Radiation pattern of antenna with feednetwork, f=1.3GHz
(b) Radiation pattern of antenna without feednetwork, f=1.3GHz
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4.3.2 Reflection at the terminated feed network.

The effect of mutual coupling on the reflection coefficient at the input of the feed network,

that is terminated with the antenna, will be considered in this section. Reflection is investi

gated for the network of section 4.1, that is connected to an antenna with and without

mutual coupling. The antenna configuration is the same as in section 4.3.1. In case mutual

coupling is neglected, the feed network is terminated with the self impedances of the

dipoles. The reflection coefficient is shown in figure 23, where curve D (solid line) belongs

to an antenna without mutual coupling and curve E (dashed lines) concerns the antenna with

mutual coupling at several distances between the dipole elements. Curve 4, 5, 6 and 7

belong to the interelement distance of 0.55A., 0.6A., 0.65A. and 0.7A., respectively.
o

I
VIo

1.2 frequency 1.4 (GHz)

(4.6)

Figure 23: Reflection coefficient at the input of the feed network with antenna.

The mutual coupling causes a shift over the frequency band and a degradation in magni

tude. Note that for the antenna without mutual coupling the aperture mismatch between the

feednetwork, with a characteristic impedance of 70 Ohm, and the antenna, with a self

impedance of 71 Ohm, is directly related to the reflection at the input of the feed network,

given by
Zl1 - Zo

5 11 = = -43 dB
Zl1 + Zo

This is one property of the feednetwork, since the feed network is reciprocal. When mutual

coupling is considered, the input reflection coefficient of the feed network is affected, addi

tionally. This is confinned in figure 23.

The reflection coefficient is frequency dependent since the self and mutual impedances are

frequency dependent. According to the distance between the dipoles, the curves, numbered

by 5 and 6, already show reasonable results. These two curves belong to the distances

138mm and 150mm, respectively, and it seems that between these distances there may be a

better optimum. The distances of 138mm. 144mm and 150mm will be used in section 4.3.4

where an optimal design is presented of the antenna with feed network.
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4.3.3 The influence of antenna and network parameters.

The dipole array in this section has the basic configuration of section 4.3.1. and the feed net

work is the same as that in section 4.1. The feed network is non isolated, lossless and has a

characteristic impedance of 70 Ohm. First some effects of variation in dipole parameters as

length L and height h are considered with regard to the radiation pattern and the reflection

coefficient. After which the effect of an aperture mismatch is discussed.

The length of the dipole will be increased from L=104.5mm to 110mm and 115mm. The

effect on the reflection coefficient and radiation pattern is shown in figure 24 on page 60.

The reflection coefficient is presented in figure 24(a) for an interelement distance of

150mm, curve AI, Bl and Cl correspond to the lengths L=104.5, L=110 and L=115mm,

respectively. The frequency curve of the reflection coefficient shows a shift towards the

decreasing frequency, when the length of the dipoles increases. The magnitude of the reflec

tion coefficient is hardly affected. At the length L=110mm the curve with mutual coupling

lies perfectly centered in the frequency band. The effect of the length on reflection coeffi

cient is independent of the distance between the elements.

The effect of the dipole length on the radiation pattern is shown in figure 24(b) and (c),

where the radiation patterns are shown for L=110 and L=115 mm, respectively. In these fig

ures, an antenna with mutual coupling is indicated by the solid line and an antenna without

coupling is presented by the spectral lines. In both cases the feed network is present. It can

be seen that the sidelobe level decreases about 2 dB, when the length increases from 110mm

to 115 mm. At larger distances between the elements, the effect of the dipole length on the

radiation pattern decreases. In short it can be concluded that the length of the dipole can be

used to shift the reflection coefficient over the frequency band.
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Figure 24: (a) Reflection coefficient with variation of L, d=150mm.
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Figure 24: (b) Radiation pattern, L=110mm, d=115mm.
(c) Radiation pattern, L=115mm, d=115mm.

Furthermore, the height of the dipole above the ground plane is increased from 52.5mm to

62.5mm.The effect of the height on reflection coefficient and radiation pattern is shown in

figure 25, where in figure 25(a) and (b) the curves CI, DI and EI are related to the heights

57.5mm, 52.5mm and 62.5mm respectively. In figure 25(a) and (b) the distance between the

dipoles is 138mm and 150mm, respectively. An decrease in height causes a small shift of

the curve, with respect to the frequency, in the direction of a lower frequency. The magni

tude of the curve is also affected by the height. It can be seen that for distances up to 138mm

the optimum can be improved by increasing the height. For distances of 150mm and larger,
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the optimum can be improved by decreasing the height. In the simulations, the effect of the

height on the radiation pattern was hardly visible. Observe that the effect of the change in

height also depends on the distance between the array elements. In figure 25, it can be seen

that the optimum at d=138mm can be improved by increasing the height, in contrast with

d=150mm, where the optimum is improved by decreasing the height. So the height can be

used the optimize the reflection coefficient, while the radiation pattern will be hardly

affected.
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Figure 25: (a) Reflection coefficient with variation of h, d=138mm.
(b) Reflection coefficient with variation of h, d=150mm.
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To investigate the effect of an aperture mismatch on the reflection coefficient at the input of

the feed network, a mismatch is introduced between the feed network and the dipole termi

nals. This is realised by changing the characteristic impedance in the feed network, whereby

the generator is still matched to the feednetwork, Z g = Zo' The aperture distribution of the

feednetwork is not affected by a variation of the characteristic impedance, since all feed net

work elements will be based on the chosen characteristic impedance. Therefore the radia

tion pattern is hardly affected. The aperture mismatch is almost directly related to the feed

mismatch, since the feed network is reciprocal. This can be seen in figure 26, where the

curves Cl, Dl and El are related to the characteristic impedances of 70, 60 and 80 Ohm,

respectively. The change of characteristic impedance can be used to fine tune the network to

the antenna.
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Figure 26: Effect of aperture mismatch on the reflection coefficient, d=127mm.

Now, the consequences of some design parameters are known, the antenna with feednet

work from previous sections will be optimized in next section.

4.3.4 Designing a low sidelobe dipole array with non isolated feed network.

In section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, it was obvious that with distances of 138mm up to 150 mm

between the elements a good reflection coefficient can be obtained. With a judicious choice

of the antenna parameters and the characteristic impedance of the feed network, the reflec

tion coefficient can be optimized. The antenna with feednetwork is optimized at the earlier

mentioned distance of 138mm and 150mm. The antenna is also optimized at a distance of

144mm, since in section 4.3.2 it was observed that a better reflection coefficient may be

achieved at a distance between 138mm and 150mm. The antenna parameters of the opti

mized antennas are given in table 7.
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Table 7: Configurations of optimized antennas.

d L h Zo

ant 1 138mm 109mm 52.5 mm 70 Ohm

ant 2 144mm 110mm 57.5 mm 70 Ohm

ant 3 150mm ll1mm 62.5 mm 72 Ohm

The reflection coefficient and the radiation pattern at a frequency of 1.3 GHz are presented

in figure 27,28 and 29 for the antenna 1,2 and 3, respectively, on pages 65 up to 67. In the

plots of the reflection coefficient, the solid lines (curve A and B) denote the reflection coef

ficient of the antenna without mutual coupling and the dashed lines (curve C and D) corre

spond with the antenna, where mutual coupling is taken into account. Additionally, the A

and C curves represent the reflection coefficient of the antenna in the basic configuration

(L=104.5, h=57.5, Zo=70) before optimizing and the Band D curves represent the opti

mized antenna.

In these figures it is obvious that at the distance d=138mm the reflection coefficient exhibits

the best results, where it can be seen that the optimized antenna almost approaches the

antenna without coupling of the basic configuration. Therefore it is very important in the

design of antenna with feed network to take into account mutual coupling and the interac

tion between antenna and feed network. Note that the bandwidth of the reflection coefficient

is increased. It seems that the possible optimum between the distance 138mm and 150mm is

not the best with respect to the reflection coefficient.

In the radiation patterns of the optimized antennas it can be seen that there is not much dif

ference. The radiation patterns show an unexpected sidelobe, for all optimized antennas, at

the angle of ±18 degrees, which increases the sidelobe by 3 dB. So it can be concluded that

when the reflection coefficient is optimized, the optimization won't be valid for the radiation

pattern. Therefore it is recommended to pay also attention to the radiation pattern, during

the design of the antenna with feed network, because the multiple reflections in the feed net

work degrades the radiation pattern. In this case a good model of the antenna and feed net

work are necessary. Better radiation patterns can be achieved at distance of 0.7A. (L-band),

for which the reflection coefficient will be worse at first sight, but this can be optimized.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and recommendations.

A finite array of dipoles on a groundplane with a non isolated feed network has been stud

ied. For the analysis of the dipole array the method of moments is used, where the currents

on the dipoles are modelled by one entire domain function. The mutual impedances are

investigated as function of configuration parameters of the dipole, the frequency and dis

tance between the elements. As function of the distance, the mutual impedances show in the

complex plane a Cornu spiral.

The derivation of the mutual port impedances for a class of antenna arrays has been carried

out. A network model of the array antenna is developed, where the mutual port impedances

are used to describe the mutual coupling, and implemented in the circuit simulator MDS.

This network model is used to calculate the excitation at the antenna terminals, when the

antenna is excited by free excitation. With the derived excitation at the antenna terminals,

the current distribution on the dipoles and the radiation pattern are determined. The mis

match between the antenna and feed network, due to mutual coupling, is given by the reflec

tion coefficient at the input of the feed network.

The presence of the non isolated feed network deteriorates the effect of mutual coupling on

the radiation pattern. Even at larger distances, where the radiation pattern is hardly affected

by mutual coupling, unexpected sidelobe degradation can occur at certain frequencies. At

distances between the elements of about 0.7 A., the radiation pattern with mutual coupling

shows good performance. The reflection coefficient at the input of the feed network is

strongly affected by the mutual coupling in the antenna. The length of the dipole and the

characteristic impedance of the feed network are important parameters to manipulate the

reflection coefficient, while they hardly affect the radiation pattern. It is proven that an

antenna with mutual coupling can be well matched to a non isolated feed network.

The aperture taper, with respect to magnitude and phase, determines mainly the radiation

pattern. Therefore it is important to keep the aperture taper, which depends on the feed net

work, constant over the frequency band. To design an antenna with feed network, it is rec

ommended to have a good model of the antenna, in which mutual coupling has been taken

into account. The multiple reflections in the feed network has to be considered in the design

69
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of the antenna. Therefore some antenna parameters such as length and interelement distance

have to be taken as variables in the mutual port impedances. The antenna can than be

designed with an ideal non isolated feed network, that satisfies the aperture taper, so that the

desired radiation pattern can be achieved. Subsequently, a real feed network can be

designed with the same aperture taper, whereby the length of the dipole and some feed net

work parameters can be used to match the antenna and feed network.
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Appendix A: Derivation of F s (m, k x' L)

(X j + ~)

+ J sin(m;( (X-X j ) +~)} ejk,XU:~YdX

(Xj-~)

Rewriting (A.I) yields

(Xj+~) jk.x Xj+~

( l-(~LY) J Sin( ~7t( (X- Xj) + ~)} e
jk

•
X
dx = Sin( ~7t( (x- x j) + ~)} e

jkx

(xj-D Xj-~

One has to distinguish between m=odd and m=even, because

73

(A.I)

(A.2)

m = even;

m = odd;

cos (m1t) = 1

cos (m1t) = -1

m = even,

m = odd.
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Appendix B: Users manual of MUTIMPP.

The file with input parameters is named MUTIMP.DAT and an example of it is given on

page 76. In this input file the following parameters are important.

- Nx is the number of modi per dipole in the x-direction.

- EPSRI is the relative permittivity. For dipoles in free space this value is almost 1

- ZACC, D, HFEED are related to the height of the dipole above the groundplane in mm.

- L is the length of the dipole in mm.

- Wy is the width of the dipole and has to be taken about 1 percent of the wavelength.

- FO is the start frequency of the evaluated frequency band.

- NFOMAX is the number of frequencies of evaluation.

- DFO is the frequency interval.

- dX is the minimum interelement distance in the x-direction of evaluation.

- dY is the minimum interelement distance in the y-direction of evaluation.

- NdXMAX is the number of interelement distances in the x-direction of evaluation.

- NdYMAX is the number of interelement distances in the y-direction of evaluation.

- DdX is the interval of the interelement distances in the x-direction.

- DdY is the interval of the interelement distances in the y-direction.

- ARR is a variable for selecting the type of array. For a linear array with the elements dis-

tributed in the x-direction (serial) ARR=O and for a linear array with the elements distri

buted in the y-direction (parallel) ARR=l. When evaluating a planar array, ARR=2.

The program MUTIMPP is started by typing ml'timpp <enter>

When the running is completed, you can go to MDS.

MUTIMPP creates for each type of array a different output file. When ARR=O the output

file in CITI-format is called ZFDX.CIT and when ARR=l the output file is ZFDYCIT. In

case of planar arrays, ARR=2, the output file is called ZFDXDY.CIT. An example of the

output file ZFDY.CIT in CITI-format is given on page 77.
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The input file MUTIMP.DAT:

Appendix B: Usermanual of MUTIMPP.

MUTIMPP.DAT is the common input of MUTIMPP

XMODE 1 3 5 7 9 0 0 0 0 0 {which mode in x-direction}
YMODE 2 4 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 { " " " y- " }

NZ 0 {not used in calculation}
NX 1 {number x-mode}
NY 0 { " y- " }

NA 0 {not used in calculation}
HIGH 0 {precision, l=high and O=low}
XS O. {x-coordinate of excitation}
YS O. {y- II " }

ra 1.5 {radius inner conductor coax}
rb 5. { " outer " " }

EPSR1 1.0001 {perm. of dielectric substrate}
TAND O. {dielectric loss}
ZACC 62.5 {location of upper conductor}
D 62.5 {thickness of substrate}
HFEED 62.5 {z-position of feed, hfeed=zacc}
L 104.5 {x-dimension of dipole}
WY 3.0 {y- " " }

FO 1.2 {startfrequency of evaluation}
NFOMAX 11 {number frequencies " }

DFO 0.02 {frequency interval}
BA 0 {not used in calculation}
dX 138. {x-distance between dipoles}
dY 92. {y- " " " }

NdXMAX 1 {aantal afstand evaluaties x}
NdYMAX 90 {aantal afstand evaluaties y}
DdX 23. {afstands interval x}
DdY 11.5 {afstands interval y}
A 1 {n.v.t. (number patches in x-direction) }
B 2 {n.v.t. ( II " " y- II ) }

ARR 1 {parallel=l, serial=O, planar=2}
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The output file ZFDY.CIT:
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-58.30836309
-18.19635881
-20.72111734
-21.91937288
-21.89638903
-20.80294388
-18.82305425
-16.16247069
-13.03753283

-9.66441443
-6.24906680

CITIFILE A. 01. 00
NAME DATA
VAR FREQ MAG 6
VAR DISTY MAG 11
DATA Zmut12 RI
SEG LIST BEGIN- -
SEG 1200000000.
SEG LIST END- -
VAR LIST BEGIN- -
0.0000000000
0.0920000000
0.1035000000
0.1150000000
0.1265000000
0.1380000000
0.1495000000
0.1610000000
0.1725000000
0.1840000000
0.1955000000
VAR LIST END
BEGIN

61.24105578,
27.10569043,
20.46886653,
14.05650602,

8.07949766,
2.71923272,

-1.87973121,
-5.61487529,
-8.42857491,

-10.30852473,
-11.28579275,

1400000000. 11

67.01424910,
27.22452120,
19.69516860,
12.51913701,

5.94456460,
0.17840300,

-4.62226904,
-8.35588807,

-10.97877178,
-12.50418001,
-12.99824422,

72.92000704,
26.90324605,
18.44520448,
10.50341970,

3.36535765,
-2.73771615,
-7.64071245,

-11.25043646,
-13.54683313,

-35.99451489
-21.80382461
-24.07887236
-24.82728204
-24.19964840
-22.39752036
-19.65861947
-16.24229363
-12.41516915

-8.43736247
-4.54982133

-14.84626680
-25.60979951
-27.51155605
-27.67878342
-26.31756044
-23.69078464
-20.09980738
-15.86583985
-11.31156530
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-14.57983904,
-14.46220325,

78.92046341,
26.10062516,
16.69106288,

7.99921263,
0.35283225,

-5.99545615,
-10.87921746,
-14.22341654,
-16.04364797,
-16.43965440,
-15.58379176,

84.97568919,
24.78131923,
14.41320036,

5.00705076,
-3.06960456,
-9.54785017,

-14.26908153,
-17.18884854,
-18.37285254,
-17.98568288,
-16.27339486,

91.04422093,
22.91701321,
11.60148980,

1.53895957,
-6.86570946,

-13.33488721,
-17.72982602,
-20.05191755,
-20.43385695,
-19.12178708,
-16.45016419,

END

-6.74372861
-2.43757587

5.19501930
-29.56306476
-30.95554622
-30.40138973
-28.17402384
-24.60953366
-20.08345698
-14.98701631

-9.70380758
-4.58820197

0.05330685

24.18386512
-33.60524195
-34.34137490
-32.91900313
-29.69246081
-25.08399277
-19.55424671
-13.57207247

-7.58537534
-1.99485014

2.86775636

42.17217126
-37.67168847
-37.59491383
-35.15346196
-30.79776174
-25.05010490
-18.46715056
-11.60192704

-4.96795922
0.99198244
5.93040509

Appendix B: Usermanual of MUTIMPP.

This list gives the self and mutual impedances at 10 interelement distances and at 6 frequencies.

Actually we see 11 distances, but at the first distance (zero) the value is corresponded to the self

impedance. At the other 10 distances, the values correspond to the mutual impedances at the

evaluated interelement distances. The output file is used in MDS, by using EQUATION FROM

DATASET. The values of the self and mutual impedances are described in section 3.1.2.2 on

page 23.
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<:>

Qualifier=.
Sparameters van 24x1 splitter

Dataset=split24x1

• •• •• • • dB fS(1,7] I 11,2])
dB(SI1,3]1 [1,2] ) dB(S[l,4JI 11,2]) dB(SI1,5]! . [1, 2]) dB(SI1,6JI [1,2] )

freg dB(S 11,2] I [1,2] )
8.848 12.773 15.917 18.496

1.200Et09 0.000 4.265
8.848 15.917 18.496

1.240Et09 0.000 4.265 12.773
15.917 18.496

4.265 • 8.848 • 12.773
1.280Et09 • 0.000 • 8.848 15.917 18.496
1.320Et09 0.000 4.265 12.773

15.917 18.496
4.265 8.848 12.7731. 360Et09 0.000 8.848 12.773 15.917 18.496

1.400Et09 0.000 4.265

• •
phase(Sl1, J) phase (S II, ]) phase (S [1, ]) phase(S[l, ]) phase (S [1, ]) phase (S {1, 1])

179.003 179.003 179.003 179.003 179.003136.970 136.9.70 179.003
136.970 136.970

94 .937 136.970 136.970
94.937 94.937 94.937 94.937 94.93752.904 52.90452.904 52.904 52.904 52.90410.870 10.87010.870 10.870 10.870 10.870-31.163 -31.163-31.163 -31.163 -31.163 -31.163

>
"0

• "0• • • • • ~

::s
dB(S[l,8]1 [1,2] ) dB(S[l,9]1 [1,2] ) dB(S[l,10J s 11,2]) dB(S11,ll] s 11,2]) dB(S[l,12] s[1,2]) dB(SI1,13] s [1,2 J ) Q._.

20.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643
X

20.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643 ('1..
20.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643 --320.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643 ::l'
20.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643 ~

20.635 22.347 23.687 24.656 25.309 25.643 (;'
~

Q.

• • • ::s• • • ~....
phase (S {1, ]1 phase (S 11, ]) phase (S [1, OJ) phase(S!l, Ii) phase(SI1, 2J) phase(Sl1, 3]) ~

0
179.003 17 9.003 17 9.003 179.003 179.003 179.003

.,
136.970 136.970 136.970 136.970 136.970 136.970

;l';"

94.937 94 .937 94.937 94.937
_.

94.937 94.937 ::s
52.904 52.904 52.904 52.904 52.904 52.904 3:10.870 10.870 10.870 10.870 10.870 10.870

- 31.163 -31.163 - 31.163 -31.163 -31.163 -31.163 t:l
en
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Spfreqdist
CT

*CONTROLLER *
SWEPT VAR=DISTY
STIMGROUP=astim
ANALYSIS1=fana

fana
SP

* S-PARAMETER *
SIMULATION

SWEPT VAR=FREQ
STIMGROUP=STIMGROUP
FREQ=.
OUTPUT VARS=DISTY

CMP93
STRSTPPTS

STIMULUS
STIMGROUP=STIMGROUP
START=1.20 GHZ
STOP=1.40 GHZ
LINEAR PTS= 11
REVERSE=NO

EQUATION DISTX=O. EQUATION theta=-90

EQUATION DISTY=O .115 EQUATION phi=90

CMPIB9
CT

*CONTROLLER *
SWEPT VAR=FREQ
STIMGROUP=STIMGROUP
ANALYSIS1=farana

CMP95
STRSTPPTS

STIMULUS
STIMGROUP=astim
START=92 rom
STOP=172.5 rom
LINEAR PTS=8
REVERSE=NO

EQUATION fO=l. 3
EQUATION zO=70

EQUATION Vs=l

farfielddisttheta
CT

*CONTROLLER *
SWEPT VAR=DISTY
STIMGROUP=astim
ANALYSIS1=farana

farana
AC

*AC SIMULATION *
SWEPT VAR=theta
STIMGROUP=thetastim
FREQ=1.30 GHZ
OUTPUT VARS=DISTY,FREQ

CMPIOB
STRSTPPTS

STIMULUS
STIMGROUP=thetastim
START=-90
STOP=90
LINEAR PTS=181
REVERSE=NO

MNS.dataset=antmksplit24xlbandont
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Appendix E: Literature search report.

Report of the literature training, which belongs to the M.Sc.Thesis:

Analysis of a finite phased array including its feeding network.

Name : P.G.M.M. van Cleef
id.nr. :300744
Division: Electromagnetism of the Eindhoven University of Technology and the antenna divi

sion of Hollandse Signaalapparaten B.V. (HSA).
Supervisor TUE: dr. M.E.J. Jeuken
Supervisor HSA: ir. A.J.B. Pouwels, dr. ir. A.B. Smolders
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1 Summary of the graduation project assignment.

Appendix E: Literature search report.

An analysis will be done to calculate the Green's functions, the mutual impedances and radia
tion pattern of a finite dipole array above.. a groundplane, according to the method of moments.
The coupling between the mutual impedances and the feed network are modelled. With this
model the radiation pattern of the antenna connected to its feed network and the reflection
coefficient at the input of the feed network will be calculated. The model will be implemented
in the software packet 'Microwave Design System (MDS)'. Results of simulations with this
packet will be presented, with the accent on a low sidelobe leveL

2 Literature search assignment.

Find science papers proceeding a low sidelob dipole array antenna with mutual coupling, that
is analysed with its feed network. This subject is topical and therefore go back in time to books
and journal papers until the years 1980-1985.

3 Concept table of contents of graduation project report.

1. Introduction.
2. Derivation of the Green's functions for a dipole with groundplane.

2.1 The configuration.
2.2 Dyadic Green's function.
2.3 Electromagnetic fields in the spatial domain.

3. Finite dipole array with groundplane.
3.1 Formulation of the method of moments.
3.2 Network model of an antenna, analysed with the method of moments.
3.3 Solving the method of moments
3.4 The scattering matrix.
3.5 Radiation pattern
3.6 Simulation of the array antenna.

4. Antenna with its feednetwork.
4.1 The feed network.
4.2 Configurations of antennas and their feednetwork.
4.3 Simulations of the antenna and its feednetwork.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations.
Bibliography.
Appendixes.

4 List of catchwords

The catchwords that are used are: finite, phased, arrays, mutual coupling, sidelobe level, feed
network.

5 List of consulted soyrces

The following sources are consulted:
- Vubis: M.Sc.thesis, Ph.D.thesis, availability and location of literature in library.
- INSPEC: only on CD-rom, because of the topicality of the subject.
- Science Citation Index: looking to more recently literature from science papers.
- Reference lists in lecture notes Ph.D.Thesis and science papers.
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6 Report of the in first instance selected number of referenhs.

With a first selection the next numbers of references are obtained.
Vubis : 5
Inspec :25
SCI-analysis :50
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By a second selection the number of references are reduced to 41, they are presented in section
8, after which the number is reduced to 11 in the final list of reference literature in section 11.

7 Report of selection criteria for insertion in the final literature list.

The selection criteria are:
- Language: only dutch, english, german literature is considered.
- Delivery time: as soon as possible, max. 1 month.
- Reliability: journal papers are preferred to conference papers.
- Contents: title and abstract have to agree with the graduation project assignment.

8 List of literature that is used in the snowball- and citation-method.

The following list of literature presented is found with SCI, Inspec and Vubis. This list of liter
ature is used in the snowball- and citation method, that are presented on page 89 and 90,
respectively. The list is arranged in year order, and for each year in alphabetical order. A selec
tion of the list will be used in the final literature list.

[1] Harrington R.E, TIME HARMONIC-ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961.

[2] Hansen R.C., MICROWAVE SCANNING ANTENNAS.
Vol II: Array theory and practice.
New York: Academic Press, 1966.

[3] Howell IQ., MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.23 (1975), p.90-93.

[4] Bahl L.J. and P. Bhartia, MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS.
Dedham (Mass.): Artech, 1980.

[5] Newman E.H. and P. Tulyathan, ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS USING
MOMENT METHODS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.29 (1981), p.47-53.

[6] Pozar D.M., INPUT IMPEDANCE AND MUTUAL COUPLING OF RECTANGULAR
MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.30 (1982), p.1191-1196.

[7] Alexopoulos N.G. and D.R. Jackson, FUNDAMENTAL SUPERSTRATE (COVER)
EFFECTS ON PRINTED ANTENNAS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.32 (1984), p.807-816.
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[8] Pozar D.M., ANALYSIS OF FINITE PHASED ARRAYS OF PRINTED DIPOLES.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.33 (1985), p.1045-1053.

[9] Pozar D.M., FINITE PHASED ARRAYS OF RECTANGULAR MICROSTRIP
PATCHES.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.34 (1986), p.658-665.

[10] Pozar D.M., A RECIPROCITY METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR PRINTED SLOT AND
SLOT-COUPLED MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.34 (1986), p.1439-1446.

[11] Hansen V., FINITE ARRAY OF PRINTED DIPOLES WITH A DIELECTRIC COVER.
IEE Proceedings-H, Microwave antennas and Propagation, Vol.l34 (1987), p.261-269.

[12] Newman E.H., D-SCATTERING FROM A MICROSTRIP PATCH.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.35 (1987), p.245-251.

[13] Pozar D.M., RADIATION AND SCATTERING FROM A MICROSTRIP PATCH ON A
UNIAXIAL SUBSTRATE.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.35 (1987), p.613-621.

[14] Pozar D.M. and S.M. Voda, A RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF A MICROSTRIP FED
PATCH ANTENNA.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.35 (1987), p.1343-1350.

[15] Lee K.M. and R.S. Chu, ANALYSIS OF MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN A FINITE
PHASED ARRAY OF PRINTED DIPOLES AND ITS FEED NETWORK.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.36 (1988), p.1681-1699.

[16] Rogers R.L. and D.P. Neikirk, USE OF BROADSIDE TWIN ELEMENT ANTENNAS
TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY ON ELECTRICALLY THICK DIELECTRIC SUB
STRATES.
International Journal of Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Vo1.9 (1988), p.949-969.

[17] Davidovitz M. and Y.T. Lo, RIGOROUS ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR PATCH
ANTENNA EXCITED BY A MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSIONLINE.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.37 (1989), p.949-958.

[18] Katehi B., MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN MICROSTRIP DIPOLES IN MULTI
ELEMENT ARRAYS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.37 (1989), p.275-280.

[19] Kiang J.E and S.M. Ali, lA. Kang, PROPAGATION PROPERTIES OF STRIPLINES
PERIODICALLY LOADED WITH CROSSING STRIPS.
IEEE Microwave Technology, Vo1.37 (1989), p.776-786.

[20] Pozar D.M. and D.H. Schaubert, A. Adrian, EFFECT OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNA
SUBSTRATE THICKNESS AND PERMITTIVITY-COMPARISON OF THEORIES
WITH EXPERIMENT.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.37 (1989), p.677-682.
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[21] Pozar D.M., RADAR CROSS-SECfION OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNA ON NOR
MALLY BIASED FERRITE SUBSTRATE.
Electronic Letters, Vo1.25 (1989), p.1079-1080.

[22] Gurel L. and W.e. Chew, RECURSIVE ALGORITHMS FOR CALCULATING THE
SCATTERING FROM N-STRIPS OR PATCHES.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.38 (1990), p.507-515.
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[23] Legay H., THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAG-.
NETICALLY COUPLED PATCH ANTENNAS.
Annales des Telecommunications, Vo1.45 (1990), p.192-202.

[24] Pozar D.M. and B. Kaufman, DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR LOW SIDELOBE
MICROSTRIP ARRAYS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.38 (1990), p.1176-1185.

[25] Yang H.Y., EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF SPECfRAL INTEGRALS IN THE
MOMENT METHOD SOLUTION OF MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS AND CIRCUITS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.38 (1990), p.1127-1130.

[26] Chu R.S., ANALYSIS OF AN INFINITE PHASED ARRAY OF DIPOLE ELEMENTS
WITH RAM COATING ON GROUND PLANE AND COVERED WITH LAYERED
RADOME.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.39 (1991), p.164-176.

[27] Bayard J.P., ANALYSIS OF INFINITE ARRAYS OF PRINTED DIPOLES ON
DIELECfRIC SHEETS PERPENDICULAR TO A GROUND PLANE.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.39 (1991), p.1722-1732.

[28] Chu R.S. and K.M. Lee, ANALYSIS OF MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN AN INFI
NITE PHASED ARRAY OF HORIZONTAL DIPOLES AND VERTICAL WIRES.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.39 (1991), p.591-599.

[29] Hansen V. and A. Janhsen, SPECTRAL DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF MICROSTRIP
ARRAYS INCLUDING THE FEED NETWORK WITH SPACE-VARYING SURFACE
IMPEDANCES AND LUMPED ELEMENTS.
Electromagnetics, VoUl (1991), p.69-88.

[30] Cividanes L., UNIAXIAL ANISOTROPY EFFECTS ON CROSS-POLARIZATION
LEVELS OF PRINTED DIPOLES ON SUPERSTRATE SUBSTRATE CONFIGURA
TIONS.
Electronic Letters, Vo1.28 (1992), p.1050-1051.

[31] Croq F. and D.M. Pozar, MULTIFREQUENCY OPERATION OF MICROSTRIP
ANTENNAS USING APPERTURE COUPLED PARALLEL RESONATORS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.40 (1992), p.1367-1374.

[32] Dvorak S.L., NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF 2D-SOMMERFELD INTEGRALS
DECOMPOSITION OF THE ANGULAR INTEGRAL.
Journal of Computational Physics, Vo1.98 (1992), p.199-216.
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[33] Hanson G.W., FULL-WAVE PERTURBATION-THEORY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF
COUPLED MICROSTRIP RESONANT STRUCTURES.
IEEE Microwave Technology, Vol.40 (1992), p.1774-1779.

[34] Henderson A. and A.A. Abdelazi, J.R. James, MICROSTRIP PLANAR ARRAY WITH
INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION RADOME.
Electronic Letters, Vol.28 (1992), p.1465-1466.

[35] King A.S. and W.J. Bow, SCATTERING FROM A FINITE ARRAY OF MICROSTRIP
PATCHES.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.40 (1992), p.770-774.

[36] Plessis, M du and J.H. Cloete, ANALYSIS OF FEED LOSS IN A CORPORATE-FED
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ARRAYS.
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8.1 Diagram of the 'Snowball-method'.
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8.2 Diagram of the 'Citation-method '.
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9 Relation between the found references and the concept table of contents.

In next tables the relation is given between the references in section 8 and the table of contents
in section 3. The references that are not mentioned in the tables do not relate to the graduate
task, in respect of the contents. In this table x denotes an affirmation of a relation and - means
that there is no relation.

Chapt.\lit. [1] [2] [5] [6] [8] [9] [14] [15] [17] [18]

2 x x x x x x x - x x

3 x x x x x x x x x x

4 - - - - - - - x - -
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~hapt. \ lit. [24] l~o] [27] [28] [29] [35] [36] [37] [40] [41]

2 x - x - - - - - - x

3 x x x x - x - - x x

4 - - - - x - x x - -

10 Conclysions of this literatyre.investieation.

From section 8 and 9 it can be concluded that [8],[14] and [15] are important articles, concern
ing contents and reference. The handbooks [1] and [2] are good books of reference, [41] is a
recent Ph.D.Thesis that is related very closely to the antenna part of the graduate project
assignment. So these mentioned articles and books are fundamental for this thesis. The other
articles, papers in the tables of section 9 can be used as background information. Some lecture
notes about this topic will also be used, the references to the lecture notes are not considered in
this literature report. New literature that is found are [40] and [41].

11 Presentation of the final reference list.

Not all references in the following literature list are used for the graduation project report. The
literature list in the graduation report (page 71) is an extension of the list presented in this sec
tion.

[1] Alexopoulus N.G. and T-S. Homg, CORPORATE FEED DESIGN FOR MICROSTRIP
ARRAYS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.41 (1993), p.1615-1624.

[2] Hansen R.c., MICROWAVE SCANNING ANTENNAS.
Vol IT: Array theory and practice.
New York: Academic Press, 1966.

[3] Harrington R.E, TIME HARMONIC-ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961.

[4] Katehi B., MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN MICROSTRIP DIPOLES IN
MULTIELEMENT ARRAYS.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol.37 (1989), p.275-280.

[5] Lee K.M. and R.S. Chu, ANALYSIS OF MUTUAL COUPLING BETWEEN A FINITE
PHASED ARRAY OF PRINTED DIPOLES AND ITS FEED NETWORK.
IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vo1.36 (1988), p.1681-1699.

[6] Plessis, M du and I.H. Cleete, ANALYSIS OF FEED LOSS IN A CORPORATE-FED
MICROSTRIP ARRAY.
In: IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society International Symposium.

Proc. Int. Symp, Chicago, IL., 18-25 july 1992. New York: IEEE, 1992.
Vol. 1, p.167-170.
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